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ANY QUESTIONS
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At rubber bridge, East was dealer at Game-aU.
South held +Ax, <y1Kl0xx, O Kxn..-xx,
and
possibly incorrectly passed and the bidding
proceeded:-

+x

East
No

South

West

No

No
No
No

2+

t+

40

No

North
l <V>
2NT
?

J

'

1ltc panel is asked whether, in the circumstances South has oyerbid the hand by the double
I'- force ~nd what should North say o\·er four
diamonds on +K.xx, <y1AQJx, O xxx, +Axx.
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See '\\hat the experts answer on page 23.
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contents of this valuable
diary are continually being
brought up to date. Beautifully bound in red or blue
morocco grained skiver, they
are available at 8/- including
P.T. and postage, from the
Erlitor and Publisher.
MR. VICTOR BERGER, DilTJ' Dept.
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TO ALL COMPE.TITION ·PLA YE.RS
't

'

from the E.B. U. Tournament Secretary

(I) By the time this Journal is published all E.B.U. Competition
Entries will be closing. If you wish to enter send at once your
"Gold Cup,"" Crockfords Cup,"" Whitelaw Cup" and" Hubert
Phillips Bowl " entries to me. Closing date for entries is extended
to October 23.
(2) Send also " The Field Cup " entry form (for " Old Boys" and
" Old Girls " from the same school) at once so that suitable
arrangements can be made for running heats to save your travel
as far as possible. Persuade your local Association to run a heat
of the Portland Club Cup run on the lines of the National Pairs
to qualify, but for" Mixed Pairs."

(3) llkley, "St. Dunstan's" Congress, October 28-30.
This is the Tentlt Annual Congress and for this Special Birthday
.· we want to create a new record. Last year we handed to St.
Dunstan's £310. Come and support the Congress with your
entries if you can, and for the many who cannot, will you send to
me a donation, however small, for the Bridge Players lOth Birthday
Gift to St. Dunstan's, to help this great organization to carry on
its voluntary work.
Address: Major G. Fell, Craven Lead Works, Skipton, Yorkshire.

CAMROSE TRIAL
At Nottingham B.C. on Saturday and Sunday, October 8/9.
lst Mrs. B. Gordon and P. Juan, 570; 2nd Mrs. M. Lester and Mrs.
Van Rces, 552; 3rd Messrs. Spurway and Spurway, 546.
.
Amazingly close scoring. Average was 525. 16 pairs competing.
4th position, 536; bottom position, 505.
LEDERERS CLUB
, Peggy Lederer informs us that there will be Pairs Duplicate nt the
club every Tuesday at 8 o'clock . . Don't be late. Phone for fur~her
details: Mayfair 7859.
We are sorry to announce the very sudden death of S. Kosky,
one <?f the finest bridge players in the country. Unfortunately he
comp~etely dropped out of competitive bridge before the war.
He Will be greatly missed at Lederers.
'

IN DEFENCE. OF
THE MODERN.
by HAROLD FRANKLIN
if partner hasn't ~n opening bid
himself?"
Of the two examples cited there
are none who would justify the
second which was clearly the
whim of the individual and in no
sense characteristic of the modem
trend. There are many who would
justify the opening on the six-card
diamond suit, which brings us to
the principle underlying the Acol
type of light opening.
It is true to say that on almost
every hand there is a best contract
for both sides. If North-South
hold 10 spades between them,
however few points they may hold
there must be some number of
spades at which it would be good
for them to play if they could be
permitted to do so. The sooner
that a hand with distributional
values is able to reach its own
optimum contract, the more difficult it will be for the opponents
to reach theirs. There must
however be a safety factor-the
responder bids always • o!l t~e
assumption that the openmg ts
sound therefore what it lacks
ih honour tricks should at least
be compensated for by the soundness of the suit.
,
Take the editor's example
again :76
cy> AJ53
I
.
0 K J 10 6 4 2
+ 8
If partner's strength ob!iges
us to bid this hand three ttmes

In his August editorial th.e
editor attributed what he sees as
the decline in modern bidding to
three main causes-the super
light opener first or second in hand,
the continual use of the " clever"
or " scientific " bid and the continual search of the phantom
slam. Since he goes on to say that
:· in m~ny respects modern bridge
ts far m advance of the bridge
played in the nineteen thirties " it
is reasonable to assume that in
the editor's view there are other
respects in which it is not and
that these are the ones to which
he has drawn attention.
I would like to take this
opportunity of challenging his
observations in every respect,
both the general statements and
the implied comparison. Because
of limitations of space I will
~ontent myself by dealing in this
Issue with the first of his statements.
" Super light openings first and
second in hand have lost far more
points than have been gained.
In. pre-war days and up to the
Acol craze it was a maxim that
for an opening bid you must have
two or three tricks in defence if
your opponents secure the final
contract. Yet today we see
opening bids , made as dealer
vulnerable on such hands as:
+ 76, cy>AJ53, OKJ10642, + 8
and + A752, cy>AQ63, 0864,
.96. Agreed there are two good
tricks in defence in the second
hand but where arc you going to

.

7
I

•
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trend. · In the good old days

then there is firstly the possibility
that partner may have a heart
suit which will give our hand great
playing value and secondly the
fact that our diamond suit needs
little support, that we have six
winners and if partner has sufficient high cards to bid twice we
should have every chance of
landing three diamonds. If partner is strong enough to bid once
only a diamond contract at the
two level is likely to be favourable
whether we are able to make it or
not. So long as the six-card suit
is reasonably solid the principle
holds good- the more broken the
six-card suit becomes the more
high cards are necessary outside:.the solidity of the trump holding
is a reasonable guarantee against
trouble, and once the possibility
of trouble is largely removed an
opening bid is always a sound
move in itself.

•

XX

\?Axxxx
0 AKx
+

XXX

was a sound opening bid-three
honour tricks and a five-card
suit. I am prepared to wager
that over any period there is no
more consistent point loser than
the opening bid of one in a suit
on a 5- 3- 3-2 with II or 12 points.
Because of the poor shape the
hand has so many losers which can
only be looked after by high
cards in partner's hand that before
partner can produce the necessary
holding for eight tricks he has
enough to take you past the two
level.
And certainly a game
cannot be made unless partner can
himself open. In the 1930's
this type or' hand was freely
opened, 1but the balanced 12 or
13 was thrown in-today, largely
because of the amount of match·
point play, the twelves and thir·
teens have acquired more meaning
and few players feel able to pass
them. But with these balanced
hands, as with the 5-J--3-2
security vanishes when the hand
has to be rebid- hence the weak
no trump.

A solid suit is one safeguard
for a light opening bid- another
is the presence of more than one
suit Thus with 5- 5 or with
5-4-3-1 , provided that the suits
are so placed that it will be
possible to bid both, Acol players
again favour the light o'pening.
The added measure· of security
on these hands springs from the
fact that there are now two
chances instead of one of finding n
fit with partner.

After this general attempt to
show that weak opening ~ids are
not indiscriminate but m p~r
suance of clearly defined pr.tn·
ciples I would-like us to examtne
the practice.

La~t of the modern type of light
opemng to come under fire is the
Acol type weak no trump, shaded
do:ovn by many moderns from the
1 have taken every example from
book 13- 15 to a 12- 14 and with Boards 1- 50 of the match betw~;
the shape more flexible to include Gt. Britain and the U.S.A., 19 ;
a~ 5- 3- 3- 2, but not the 6-3- 3- 2 ·in which either team opened 0
CJt~d by the editor which was the failed to open on an Acol type
wh1m of the individual and in 00 minimum, or less, either firstd 0~
sense symptomatic of the modern second in hand. On Boar

8
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both East players opened first
in hand on: Q873
(A)
~ Q 10 9

considered:-

+

(D)

0

J 85

+J 985

0 95

+ AK85

At Love-all Konstam opened
one heart, second in hand. Rather
short in points the hand was
given additional strength by the
5-4-3-l pattern. Partner raised
the one heart bid to four hearts
with:+A 105
<yl Q743

with a bid of one club. Although
the opening bid permitted a
cheap save in three clubs it is not
characteristic save of a tendency
to be obstructive when nonvulnerable against vulnerable
opponents-<:ertainly it is a type
of opening that finds no place in
· Acol. The next example however:• 74
(B) ~ K J 10 7 5 2

0

+7

~ AK 10 8 6

0 7

+ K 7642
although opponents were eventually doubled in four spades for
300, 11 tricks could be made at
hearts, yet in the other room, when
the heart hand failed to open,
they were given no chance to even
enter the bidding: 1
AQ6
(E)
<yl Q 9 7 2
OQJI073

5

+ AQ86
' is a typical Acol opening, the

length of the suit plus a second
suit offering two safety factors.
At Game-all the British player
opened one heart and since
partner was too weak to respond
opponents were able to reach
, their spade game. In the other
Vulnerable, was opened first
room Mathe, short of honour in hand with one diamond by the
tricks,·faited to open and entered British player. Distribution com.the bidding subsequently at two pensated for points. In the result
· hearts. This was doubled for a it made no difference since partner
·penalty of 800-a good point had a very powerful hand:~or the view that an opening bid
Q 10 7 6
·•s in itself a sound weapon.
(F)
<yl K Q 9 8 7 5
At Game-all both North players
0 A 10
opened on : + 6
KQJ652
In spite of shortage of defensive
• I
(q ~ Q 6 5
tricks this was adjudged an opener
in both rooms and enabled an
0 42
awkward game to be easily bid.
K3
A marked absence of defensive
On Board 30 Moran for
tricks but a safeguard in the
America opened on : solidity of the spade suit. Both
K84 ·
· Were given the opportunity to buy
(G)
t'!) Q 9 5 4 3
the contract cheaply even though
0 8 63
bpponenls had a Jay-down three
+
AK
no trumps which was not even

+

+J

+

+

+

+

I

'
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taken with the strength of the
suit than with a 6-3-3- 1. The
opening on this occasion had no
effect on the result. Nor did it on
the next occasign :-

the 5-3- 3- 2 which I claimed in my
eariier remarks was always likely
to lose points if opened with one
in a suit. A light intervening bid
kept him out of trouble on this
occasion. His partner held:10
(H)
~ 10

.A

(M)

O Q1074
+ Q98753

short in points but a good shape
with the two biddable suits
" touching " so that the rebid
could present no problem. And
the final example, Board 50,
was of whd not to open light:-

Left to their own devices he
would have had to rebid two hearts
over two clubs which his partner
would have passed for a very poor
result. Note that if he had
opened with a weak no trump to
avoid the problem of the rebid
partner could have responded two
clubs followed by three clubs and
so ended in a reasonable contract.
(J)

(N)

None

+ J 8 62
was not considered worth an
opening by either side- the suHs
are too tenuous but the Americans
opened vulnerable on : -

(K)

• KQJ9

·~

•

Q83

~ K65

0 K97632
+K

Eleven points, but the diamond
suit is far too ragged and three of
the points should be written off
since they represent a blank king.
This opening resulted in a 500
penalty, but note that it was the
American and not the British
player who opened. It is only for
considerations of space that we
end our examples here, but
throughout the match the light
openings, correctly used, con·
tinued to earn points for our team.

• AJ543
~ A652

0

• 8
Q85
O QI0862
+ AK75
~

J7

0 AJ 8 3

+

872
It made little difference on this
Next month I propose to
occasion since partner was able examine more closely the style of
to respond in spades, but it was the 1930's and to pursue further
clearly an ill-prepared opening the criticisms of the editor.
and one which was passed by our
players since the vulnerability
•
•
•
precluded a weak no trump.
The numbering letters at the
side of each hand, have been put
• 12 8
there for easy reference as I shall
(L)
~ ~~
be coming back to the question at
the end of the H. F .'s articles. I~
K J 10 8 7 2
.
.
the meantime, I wish to make Jt
Jl!St quahfied for an Acol type , quite clear that my remarks were
b1~ o.f one club because of the near not an attack on Acol in par·,
sohdJty of the ~tub suit. With a ticular but all super-light openings.
6-3- 2- 2 less hcense should be
H.l.

+

10

-

.

EUROP ~AN

CHAMPIONSHIRS
The Final Round
Gt. Britain v France

Although our own chances. of
winning had long disappeared we
were still to play a leading role
in a dramatic last act. France
began the last round with a clear
lead of two victory points over
their nearest rivals, Italy, and a
draw in their final match against
Britain would ensure them of the
title. Italy had to meet Switzerland and to win by a large margin
in case match points were to count
in the final reckoning. They
• playe~ their part by gaining a
crushmg win and a British victory
over the French by eighCpoints
would have seen the Italians home.
For once in a way a critical
.match did not disappoint. Both
teams rose to the occasion and
produced possibly the ' highest
quality bridge-of the week. Gt.
Britain went into an early lead
· when Ghestem and Bacherich
' reached .a no trump slam on
Board I on:+ AK973
\/QI02
' OA875

+
9
• Q 104
\/ K 7
0 Q4

.
+ AKQ876
On an opening heart lead the
~0 forced the ace. Either a club
r~ak, or a squeeze posit~on
(VJenna coup) with East holdmg
four clubs and the 0 K would
land the contract. The declarer
&ave himself the chance of either
but was unlucky.
Schapiro
avoided trouble by bidding three

clubs with the South hand over
Konstam's opening of one spade.
After the rebid of three diamonds
he now bid three no trumps
which was passed out.
The next was a beast:64
\/ K9762
OKlO
Q864
+ AJ2
+Q75
\/ AQJ53
\/104
0 None
0 QJ 8 7 3 2
+ A KJ 7 2
+ 10 3
+ KI0983

+

+

\/8
0 A9654

+

95
In both rooms West was the
declarer at four hearts and North
opened the + 6. The French
West played + AK and a third
club and when the clubs failed to
break he lost control of the hand
and was two down. Dodds won· '
the first lead with the + J and
immediately led a low club to the
10 which won-an excellent shoL'
He still failed but only by one
trick thus earning two points and
one 'solitary critic-himself. He
had the strong feeling that having
played low towards o~e 10, a~ter
returning to hand \vtth a high
club he might have played low
that would probably have
succe;ded but there seems· to be ,
no reason for having made the
play other than inspiration.
+ A 7 53
\/ K J 10 4 3
0 None
K42

+

II

I

I
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Left-hand opponent's bid of
one spade was followed by two
passes. There is no bid which
seems quite satisfactory and the
dangers of the double, which
Konstam chose, are apparent.
Partner made the likely response
of two diamonds which the
doubler removed to two hearts.
But partner, with :-

·..

..

•

+

~ A

+K6

+ QJss -

0 Q

+ K Q 10 8

~

:

AQ652

0 KQ .7

+J

and this time opponents reached
three spades but were permitted to
play undoubted.
At the half-way stage France
led by one match point and both
teams continued with the same
formations: Konstam- Schapiro
and Dodds-Pavlides for Gt
Britain and Jais- Trezcl and
Ghestem- Bacherich for France.
On the first board both rooms
, bid a -vulnerable grand sla\"f\ in
hearts and both rooms made a
good non-vulnerable sacrifice in
spades:
Then followed a fascinating
deal.
Both vulnerable. Dealer South.

Q64

+ A 74

After South (Schapiro) had
opened one diamond West reached
four spades. The 0 3 was opened
and a diamond returned. The
declarer trumped with the jack,
was overtrumped and subsequently had only to lose the
In the other room, where Dodds
sat West, South opened one heart
and subsequently bid three diamonds. When the diamond was
led and returned against four
spades Dodds, forgetting perhaps
the peculiarities of the canape
system, trumped small, was over·
trumped by the six and down at
once. The first reaction was to
attribute the adverse swing to the
declarer's carelessness- it took a
closer scrutiny to show that the
contract could not be made.
North must refuse to over-trump
the second diamond if West
trumps high and the declarer c~n
never quite get there. If he pl~ys
ace and n low spade North wtns
and returns a heart and whatever
line the declarer takes the defence
has an answer-you may find it
interesting to work it out fully rod
yourself. A subsequent gran
slam was bid by both rooms but
Gt. Britain had the better of~:
small hands and with two boaru>
to play had established a lead ~~
(Continued on page 3

.A
.
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KJ752

0 A109864

• J9 6
K42
could hardly be blamed for
bidding a further diamond. This
went unmolested but when Konstam pushed his luck too far by
trying three hearts the price was
1,100.
Even this need not have been
too bad. In the other room
Pavlides preferred an opening of
one heart to one spade with:-

0

+K

~

~8

0 A86432

+

~ 9752

'

+

Q76
K J 10 8 3
0 3
+ 10 9 3 2
A J 10 9 5 2
843
~

•

I
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London and the South
by ALAN TRUSCOIT
Metropolitan Cup
London fielded a very strong
team for the final of this event,
and the following were responsible for retaining the trophy:
S. Booker, L. Dodds, Mrs. B.
Gordon, K. Konstam, P. Juan,
Mrs. Lester, S. Lee, Mrs. Markus,
D. Quinn, Lady Rhodes, D.
Rimington, B. Schapiro, and Mrs.
Williams.
When the event was played your
reporter had hardly slept for 72
hours, and the only hand he now
remembers, rather dimly, was
this:-

+ QJOxxxx
<:.; AQxx
O Jx

+ A9x

Fox-Shammon Trophy
The first event of the London
season was a multiple teams event
for the newly presented FoxShammon trophy. A strong field
of 25 teams battled through the
afternoon and evening, and a
photo-finish resulted. The po~er
ful combination of M. Hamson
Gray and Miss Shanahan, R. and
J. Sharples, D. Rimington and
D. Quinn were announced as
having collected 71 l.M.P., but a
Civil Service foursome (~. R.
Gibson and Miss Nyc; J. Hibbert
and J. Griffiths) had also done
outstandingly well a~d scored
plus 71 J.M .P. At first1t appeared
that Mr. Gibson's t~am would
win on a split tic b.Y vart~c of one
net l.M.P. gained 10 thear ~oards
against the rival team, but 10 t.he
end they collected the pnze
without a split tic when n recheck
showed the others to be merely
plus 70.
d
This was un interesting hun
to bid :-

~X

0 Axx

+ KJxxxx

+ A

The winners were: Messrs. Hill,
Potter, Parsons nnd Couller; Mrs.
Dill, Mrs. Gray and Mr. and
Mrs. E. Davies; Mrs. Dale, Mr.
Weldon, and Mr. and Mrs.
Kingsley. In viewofthe Middlesex
results in these two competitions,
I have no doubt that these ladies
and gentlemen have earned
promotion to the first team for
next year, and that I shall have
the pleasure of reporting the
efforts of Bob and Jim Sharples
for the Middlesex second eleven!

Two very prominent per,sonnlities bid and made a slam
for London against Surrey on this
hand. The interesting point is
that the contract was not six
spades, which would need a fair
· amount of luck, but six clubs!
North had the K singleton, the
clubs broke 3- 3, and a diamond
was not Jed.
'
With all the (Surrey) prejudice
at my command, I have to report
that with the aid of this board
and u few more like it London
bent Surrey by 23 I.M:P., and beat
Middlesex, who had an off day, by
63 l.M.P. Surrey beat Middlesex
by 25 I.M.P.
The following week-end the
second teams of the same three
counties fought out u second-tea~
final. Middlesex won both tl1e1r
matches, und London beat Surrey.

+
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West bid three no trumps, which
was passed out, and North led the
~9.
West has to find a 9th
trick, and her only real hope is the
spade suit. She should therefore
win in hand, run off her diamond
tricks, and then play the + J:
This succeeds by force if South
has the + K ~nd + Q, not un·
likely on the double, and not the

+ 'A KQ IOxxxx
KQJxx ~ lOx
0 AQJ9x 0 XX
Axx
x
The slam is only a good one
because West's singleton is a club.
It depends only on dropping the + J,
unless a diamond is led, in which
case the 0 K must be right. The
following well-reasoned sequence
was suggested by the Sharples
brothers:~

+

+

.9.

West .
• QJ1094
~ AK
0 Q 109
Q7 3

West
1~

30
4NT

+

6+

+K.

Hands from Amsterdam
List month I gave two hands
from the Great Britain-Ireland
ladies match without analysis.
Here they are again.
North deals. North-South Game.

East
+ Jl083

~

0

K 72
AK864

+ Q
Ens~ . opened the bidding with
one dmmond and South doubled.
\

0
+ AK

Six spades is easy on this one,
but at - one table the contract
was six no trumps with a club lead.
The play actually made was to
lead + A and + 8, which in effect
is relying on a 3-3 heart break,
with a slight chance of squeezing
north in the red suits. Crossing
to the West hand with a heart
and taking the spade fin~«;
is a better plan, but South IS
almost sure to hold off if she hollis
the
If the finesse loses on
the round, a heart return messes
up the communications because
the spades are blocked. The best
plan is to cash to second top club
in the East hand straight away;
now if the second finesse loses to
South the blocking + A can ~e
discarded on West's + Q. It 15
true that a diamond switc~ fro~
South after winning the secon
spade will embarrass the com;
munications to the East hand, bu
the contract is still landed if Soth
holds the OJ. If on this IP~
South turns out to have a stnal1
singleton spade, the spades canno
then be used, but a 3-3 hear!
break will still do the trick.

Four spades shows a long
solid spade suit but denies an
outside ace-holding an outside
ace East would have the qualifications for a Culbertson four no
trumps bid, and would be too
strong to risk stopping in game.
Over the (Culbertson) four no
-trumps bid East can therefore
1
show his second round control
· in clubs without risk of misunderstanding, and West shows confidence in his partner by bidding
the slam in spades.

West
+ A7
~A 104
0 QJ 10
+ J8432

+

~

East
A87
Q7654
A84

14
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.TRUMP . . ~·PR.OMOTI ON
by G. C. H. FOX
Opportunities often arise in
defence for an extra trick to be
gained by trump promotion. This
is the position in its simple~t
form:!

the + 9. West correctly discarded
a diamond. The + A felled East's
queen, but after the king had been
played West held + JS over
South's 10 6 and made two tricks.
West
Had he overruffed the + 9 with
y> A J
the + J it will be seen that no
South
second trump winner would have
~ K Q
been available to the defence.
Hearts are trumps and East
The principle is this: lf you
leads a card that can be ruffed have one sure trump trick and
by both South and West If J?OSsibly two it is wise in most
South ruffs with the ~Q and West c'ases to refrain from over trumpoverruffs he makes only one ing.
Incidentally, quite apart
trick (~A) as the ~ J will later from the possibility of promoting
fall to the king. If, on the other another trick, you have reduced
holding
without
hand, West discards he is left with declarer's
reducing your own.
the AJ over South's K.
The following hand from a
T~e next example is of a similar
pre-war Par contest illustrates the type.
Game-all. Dealer West.
point.
Love-all. Dealer South.
K973
+ A7
.
~8752
~ J 653
+
0 A~
4
0 K 76
A 853
Q J 10 8 54
10 6
J 85 3
Q
~ K 10 6
·~ Void
~ 109
~AKQ8 OQJ8
076432
0 10 5 2
0 9843
K7
A Q J 10 6 5
+ K96 2
+Q10 74
+ A2
K 109642
~ AQJ943
~ 742
0 109 5

+

+

+

3

+

+

+

+

+

+

~ ~ Q_J

98

Bidding:+

Bidding:South

I+

West

1+

North

North

East

NB
4~

• NB

2+

South
2~

NB
NB
NB
West· led the + K which. East
overtook in case it was a smgleton On the third round South
ruffed with the ~J and W,est
threw a diamond.
Entenng
d
with· the 0 K the heart
ummy
·
West with
finesse lost, 1eavmg

2NT
3+
•
North correctly passed the signoff bid of three spades, ~s Soul~
could have bid game htmself tf
he felt he could make it. West
led the ~ 10 which won. He
continued the suit and on the
fourth round declarer ruffed with
IS
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\?10 6 over South's \?A9. The
contract was therefore, one down.
A careless slip by the declarer
at the first trick paved the way for
a spectacular trump promotion
in the deal below. lt occurred at
the 1954 London Congress.
Dealer West. Game-all.
•

10842

\? 9 2
0 J9 82
•

\?
0

+

+ 742
Q6
\?
10 3
0
AK4
+
Q J 10 6 53
• KJ 3
\?AK754

+ A9
75
QJ86

0

Q7 5
98

When South led his remaining
heart North was bound to make
his + 7. lt is remarkable that
declarer, who started with a
combined holding of eight trumps
headed by the + QJ 1098 should
eventually have to lose to the
seven. It is also difficult to foresee
that North, with his miserable
hand, should turn out to have the
setting trick.
The efforts of the defenders to
promote an additional trump
winner may on occasions be
countered by declarer.
Dealer
East-West vulnerable.
South.
,

+ AK
Bidding:West
North
1+
NB
2+
NB

East

1\?
NB

South
NB
NB

South showed great restraint
in passing throughout on 18
points but took the view that his
partner" must have a blank hand,
unless the opponents were bluffing,
an unlikely contingency as they
were vulnerable.

..

·, l ' .

l

•

(.t

.J,.

;. '

, . ·:.

North led the + 2 which West
thoughtlessly . "ducked," South
winning with the king. The two
top hearts followed and a third
round forced declarer to ruff
with the 10. A low club to the
nine was taken by the king and
another heart forced West to use
the +J. A further club was led to
du~y's e_ight taken by the ace.
At thts pomt the trump position
was: - -

+

11

I' •

West
+ Q6

+ K
Q75
0 J 872
K J 10 8 7
10932
• 65
J 10 9 3
<v 4

<v

lO 6 3

•

+

<v

0 3

0 AKQI0954

+ 6532

+ A94
AQJ874
\?AK862
0 6
+ Q

+

Bidding: North
East
South
West
2+
30
NB
4\?
NB
3\?
NB
NB
NB
· South might have consider~
opening with an Acol two btd,
but the final contract would have
been the same. West Jed the
03 won by East with the 09·
This was followed by the 010. If
South ruffs low West overruffs
and returns a club (the 010 could
easily be rend as a request for ~e
lower of the remaining sutts.
A further diamond lead from \~est
would then promote the setti~
trick.
Alternatively, . if S~~eb
ruffs the first time with a I.

t+
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trump West will automatically
make two tricks in hearts. The
correct play at the second trick
is to discard the +Q. A third
diamond is ruffed low. If West
overruffs he uses up his natural
trump trick and has no method of
getting his partner in. This is
a further illustration of a loser on
loser play, which was explained
more fully some months ago.
Readers may recollect another
situation where a loser on loser
play was advised. Assume spades
are trumps and your holding is:AQ76
+ 110432
A side suit is led and East
ruffs with the + S. You also can
ruff, but it is highly inconvenient
to part with the 10 since, if you do
so, you may lose a trump trick.
Therefore the best policy is to
discard a loser instead.
· The use of a fair siied trump
in defence is often a killing move.
American writers have styted it the
uppercut.
East-West vulnerable.
Dealer
East.

+

..

• 10 3
f\} J742
0 98752
86
• J2
+ KQ8654
~AK865
f\)93
0 K Q 10
0 AJ4
107 5
QJ
+ ' A97
f\} Q 10
0 63
AK9432
The final contract is four spad~s

+

+

+

+

by East South having overbad
in clubs.' On the face of it there
appear to be only three losers
+ AK and + A). South starts
off with his top clubs and lends 11
.

third round of the suit. North
must use his + to to ruff. It is
never going to make a trick on its
own so he should try to do as
much damage as possible. In
actual fact it forces the queen
from East and South must now
make two tricks in trumps.
Declarer has no option but to ruff
as he must lose the ace of trumps.
Careful timing was necessary
in this hand from a London Club
duplicate:+ 54
AK875
OQ1076
J2
+ 1092
+J3
f\} 43
~ QJ62
OAK32
.() 84
A954
K10876
AKQ876
~ 109
0 J9 5
Q3
The usual contract was two
spades by South and the defence
led ofT with diamonds, East
ruffing the third round. . A cl_ub
return put West in agam for a
fourth diamond lead. S?~th,
wisely, discarded his . rcmaa~mg
club and duly made eaght tncks.
The defence must try' to collect
their club winners early. At the
fourth trick East must play t~e
king followed by a tow ct~b. Has
uppercut with the + J ~Jil t~en
serve to promote the settmg tnck.
~

+

+

+

+

+

•

•

•

•

The Eur~pean Championships will be held in 1956 at
Stockholm, July 25 to August 4.
17
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YOU ASKED FOR IT!
.,

Mr. L. Sapire, Editor of the
"Jack Marx and the Editor
Transvaal Bridge Butletin and a of the Journal, . H. St. John
stalwart of Asking Bids, jumps to Ingram, also gtve - suggested
the opportunity of replying to a sequences and so one finds no Jess
remark made by Alan Truscott ~an . five different sequences of
on a panet" question in the July ~tddmg, att based on logic and
issue. Mr. Sapire quotes the mference but each leaving room
hand in the T.B.B. and this is what for doubt as to precisely what
he has to say:wa~ to . be inferred from the
~·In the Contract Bridge vanous bJds made. Alan Truscott
Journal, a hand is published, however, ends his reply by stating
having been sent in by a con- that as one whose enthusiasm for
tributor who suggests that Acol, the Asking Bids waned some years
Culbertson and Asking Bids can ago, he would be interested to see
reach the grand slam, but en- how the contributor uses them tb
quires from the panel how Acol d~al with this hand. Here is the
would arrive at it.
Kenneth hand and our bidding.
Konstam regards the hand as a (Duplicate- match pointed pairs.)
type almost impossible to bid to
North (Dealer)
South
seven diamonds unless the oppoAXXX
K Qx
nents obligingly bid clubs. He \7 K Q X X
\7 A x x
gives a possible sequence, how- 0 K Q X X X
0 A J x xx
ever, but says quite frankly' 1 have
Kx
my doubts and I will settle for a
North
South
smallslam". ·
10
(a) 3~
"Alan Truscott suggests that
(b) 3+
(c) 4~
any system can get to seven
(d) 5+
(e) 5NT
diamonds, but questions how ·
~f) 6\7
(g) 10
many can do so with reasonable (a) Dtamonds
are trumps, what is your
heart control ']
confidence that there are no losers. (b) I have first round spade control Md
Harold Franklin, conceding that
second round heart controL
the grand slam can be reached (c) Hnve you third round heart control?
with Asking Bids, suggests that (~) control.
Yes and nlso first round club
•
Acol players, using cue-bids
(e) How many of the three top honours
would be just as likely to find th~ '
have you got7
sequence leading to a gral)d slam (f) Two, i.e. king-queen of diamonds.
and he makes the excellent point (g) South knows now that West bas +A·
h
ki
·
void in clubs, second nnd third round
t at as ng btdders, conversely
control in hearts (i.e. KQ, or KX ~r
would be just as likely to fail t~
x), and a biddable diamond swt
find the winning sequence, citing
~eaded by KQ. Is there any South
the example of the slam efforts
m the world with this knowled&C
f th
k"
·
who would not bid seven diamonds."
~ e as mg bidders in the world •clearly a void and not the nee ofclubstttle match of 1954, when they
There you are Mr. Truscott.
were no more successful in their ~fr. Sapire has gil'ell you tht
slam bid~ing than their opponents. mformation you require, e:ccepl
He also giVes a suggested sequence. perhaps his birth marks. -Ed·

+

+

+-

+

1
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-THIS MONTHLY FEATURE Is designed to answer any questioos
of general Interest. Freaks and questions asking how to bid four
hands should be a'olded. Opinions will be ginn Independently by
the panel, Harold Franklin, Kenneth Komtam, Jack Man,
AJ:m Truscott, and tbe Editor, H. St. John Ingram. Send
your questions to:-Edltor C.B.J., 3 London Lane, Bromley, Kent.

Question A from C. Manning,
19 King Lane, Leeds. I should
like to submit this hand for your
Any Questions feature. Sitting
fourth hand rubber bridge vulnerable against non vulnerable
opponents I picked up + AKJx,
(JAKQJxx, O A, + Ax. First
hand opened three clubs, passed
round to me and I bid four clubs.
Partner bid four diamonds and I
bid four hearts. Partner now bid
five diamonds. As his four diamond bid had not aroused any
interest from ·me and he still bid
fiye diamonds I thought his
d~amond suit was at least KQxxxx
or KJ lOxxx. As 1 had no definite
entry to his hand I bid , six
diamonds. •
.
Partner's hand was + xxxx.
(Jx, 0 KJxx:xx, + Kx. Although
We were fortunate enough to make
the contract on a 3-3 break, it is
obviously the worst of fpur slam
contracts. Although I agree that
partner's hand was worth another
bid over four hearts, I do not ·
think his diamonds were solid
enough to bid five diamonds.
Partner justified his bid by saying
that his four diamond bid
guaranteed a suit no better than
xxxx or even XXX if his shape
was 4-3-3-3.
Therefore, he
thought a suit of KJxxxx was
Worth bidding again. As there
are no two people in, the Leeds
Bridge Club who agree on how to
19

bid these two hands we should
be grateful for the views of the
experts.
Answer by Kenneth Konstam:This is just another of those
difficult problems and there can
be no correct method of reaching
six hearts which is the best contract. Over four clubs North
should bid five diamonds not
four diamonds and its up to
South as to whether he thinks
he can risk finding partner with an
entry outside the diamond suit
and bid six hearts direct on the
strength of it. As the bidding
went North should certainly not
bid again over four hearts and I
can see no justification for South
bidding six on a singleton ace.
Altogether a luckier result than
the bidding showed.
Answer by Harold Franklin:( have the clearest recollection
of being asked to bid the small
hand:XXXX

X

KJxxxx

Kx

without further reference being
made to the whole hand, which I
now see for the first time. Since
I -am now told that no two people
were able to agree I must assume
that there was no support for the
view I then expressed. ~o~with
standing, l find my~elfunw•l!tn!:i to
change it. Assummg the b1ddmg
t<? have gone four clubs, four
dmmonds, four hearts, I see
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nothing to commend any other Five no trumps is a grand slam
force, asking for lwo top honours
next hid save four spades.
The hand is clearly good, This is not as pointless as it
with two kings opposite partner's seems, because if South holds one
powerful bidding, and even though top honour he should show it by
one of the kings is probably making an intermediate bid six
Six sp'ades
useless partner should fit one of clubs for choice.
and North subthe two suits. There is of course denies the
no problem after the four spad7s sides. It is true that six spades
bid save whether to play m stx may hit a bad trump break, while
or 'seven. The .big hand can six no trumps and six hearts are
resolv.e that by jumping to six virtual certainties, but this is only
clubs which asks partner to bid because South hold the + K, a
seven of the agreed suit, spades, if card on which he can place no
his trumps are better than they value and which North cannot
need by. The weak hand would expect.
certainly accept the invitation
with as much as Q lOx:xx, and a Answer by Jack Marx:In the unlikely event of my ever
sufficiently imaginative player
might be satisfied with one trump holding a hand as good as Mr.
less. In this case the weak hand Manning's, I would abandon my
would have no interest and might pose as a savant and behave like a
well bid six diamonds leaving it to savage. Enraged by this prepartner to reconvert to spades. emptive · nonsense on my left, I
would make the uncouth bid of
Answer by Alan Truscott:- ,
six hearts without further ado.
Five diamonds does not in I am quite sure that all the refinemy view , suggest as strong a ments of modem science will
diamond suit as_ Mr. Manning never enable me to identify the
expected, but it is not the bid I coveted queen of spades in roy
would choose:partner's -hand wth absolute cer·
North
Soutlz tainty, so I will not unreasonably
4+ (over three c~ubs)
40
gamble either that it is there or, !f
4~
4+ (a) not, that the loss of a trick to tt
SNT (b)
6+
can be a.voided by some means or
(a) South's second suit in this other, including faulty defence or
situation is bound to be a feeble . an unlucky guess by opponents.
However if the owner of the
one. The bid does serve to deny
the completely balanced hands on bid hand is' determined to di:.play
which, as South pointed out, he his erudition, he is of course right
might have bid four diamonds. to force his partner with an over·
With a shapeless collection South bid of the opponents' suit rat.her
would not try to avoid a heart than with one of the other devtcCS
contract, so four spades must like three no trumps, cheapest
invite a preference to diamonds. minor, Fishbein or Herbert. TbCSC
(b) The four spades bid is sweet latter are commonly used on
music to North, who now only hands much less powerful t~an
wants his partner to hold the
this and are therefore not forcJO~
to make seven spades a good bet. to game; they also imply at leas

+Q

+Q

20
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som~ measure of .support for all

Bridgford, Nottingham.
Can
three remaining suits. The forc- your panel suggest a logical and
ing overbid is acc~rdingly reserved reasonable bidding sequence for
either for one-sUiters so colossal the following hand 7
that a direct j ump to game would
North
not do justice to their slam
Qx
possibilities ; or, more usefully,
\? X
for very strong two-suiters. I
0 AKQx x
would venture a criticism, in this
J 109xx
case, of the weaker hand's second
South
bid. Having heard his proposal
+ AK109
of diamonds dismissed and re\? AQxx
placed by what t9 him are the
0 109865
objectionable hearts, should he
not now try what ought to be his
Dealer South.
North-South
partner's second choice, spades 7 vulnerable. Match pointed dupIf after all partner is rigidly licate.
one-suited, he is not himself so
destitute that he need fear an Answer by Kenneth Konstam:II trick contract. The big hand's
A very logical sequence would
second bid might also be con- seem to be:demned as unduly cautious; I
South
North
cannot see myself bidding less
10
50
than five hearts.
- 60
No
Super scientists '!lay raise their
Comment by the Editor:~
eyebrows but agamst non vulQuite an interesting question nerable opponents North should
but the answer probably ties with bid the full value .of t~e hand at
how a particular partnership deals once particularly 1!' vte\y of the
with such opening bids. Over shortage in the maJor s~tts. The
four clubs I cannot possibly bid hand however is well sutted to the
less than five diamonds to show American style where the .sequence
what is after all, quite a useful 10, 30 is forci~gas~lsom C.~. B.
The bidding m thts case nught
hand. Over such a bid, partner
must be justified in expecting an well reach a grand slam:10 .
30
outside entry into the hand and
bids six hearts.
'
3+
50
, As the bidding went, the five
70
' diamonds is very poor and a four
North's failure to bid clubs
spade bid would give n far better over three spades .de.nies the ace
indication of the strength of the of this suit and hts JUmp to .50
hand which North had omitted confirms the top diamond holdmg.
to show by his first bid. Full
marks to holder of the bid hand Ansll'er by Harold Franklin :-~ .
for his courage in bidding six
1t is always difficult to be ~tr
with a view of both han~s.
n
diamonds.
·
this hand therefore I expenmented
Question B from R. D. Loxton, b ·ving the South hand to my
269 LoughborQ.Ugh Road, West
Y gt
·

+

+

+-
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.'.

regular partner-between us we
produced this sequence:-

•+

20

3\jl
3+
40
60
At this stage my partner
announced to me that I held top
diamond, the + Q, a singleton
heart and a second club control.
He decided that since he might
have to ruff out one spade and
three hearts the grand slam was
unsound since he would probably
have to draw two rounds of
trumps.
From the North point of view
the three spades bid seems automatic over three hearts-this gives
us the easiest opportunity to find
out more about the hand. The
four diamonds bid shows that the
force was based on diamond
support and pin-points at most a
singleton club. Any hand consistent with such bidding must
produce six diamonds for the side
controls must be virtually complete to compensate for the lack
of high diamonds.
, I stand by the sequence as
·, · . shown above and would quarrel
,...
with my partner only on the issue
as to whether South has shown
any club control-my view is that
the club control has already been
show~ by North's bidding.

Answer by Alan Truscott:North
South .
1\jl (n)
20
2+ (b)

34t

50

7 0 (c)
(a) An opening bid of one
diamond gives South no rebid over
two clubs, and it is therefore best
to treat, the hand as n 4 4 4 1 and
bid one heart. (This, as the panel
has pointed out before, is better

than a one spade bid which forces
South to guess the right rebid on
the second round.)
(b) The two diamonds response,
which nearly always shows at
least a five-card suit, improves
South's hand vastly. He should
therefore plan to show his shape
by bidding spades and then leaping
to five diamonds, indicating his
void club. Those who play that
the two diamonds bid can be
passed may prefer to bid three
spades, although this bid suggests
more points.
(c) South has at the most one
point in the minor suits, so he
surely must have the spade and
heart aces for his strong bidding.
The grand slam should be a good
bet.

Answer by Jack Marx:A grand slam in di,~m_o~ds ~
what is known as a kibttzer s
laydown." There are no loser:s,
but neither are there 13 certam
winners. In a pairs contest,
where time is ·short for the
elaborate planning of dummY
play, [ should be quite ~o~tent
with a small slam. Thts ts a
possible auction:South
(a) 3\jl (b) 40
North
44t (c) 4+ (d)
20

t+

54t (e)
60 (0

Notes.-{a) The objection ,to
the usual course of opening wtth
the longest suit is the absen~e
of any but a mislendi~g rebtd
to a probable response m clubs.
(b) Even with only 13 points, a
force to game is justified by thd
· wealth of first round controls anrt
playing-trick strength in suppo
of diamonds.
•
22
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(c) The suit itself is scarcely
worth mentioning, but the bid
enables ·both the shape of the
hand to be shown and, anticipating, the diamond suit to be
agreed by partner at a range lower
than is possible if North at this
point simply repeats his diamonds.
(d) Cue-bid and slam-try. If
North wished for no more than a
spade game, he would have shown
preference for spades a round
earlier.
(e) Unmistakable void or singleton ace in the Hght of earlier
bidding.
(f) Obviously cannot bid less
and might well, with such good
diamonds, bid more.
Comment by the Editor:Seldom do I agree with ideas
of bidding a four-card suit in
preference to a five-carder but this
is surely one of the exceptions. I
prefer a one heart opening rather
than one spade, enabling me to
cope with anything at a low level.
The automatic response of two
diamonds would naturally excite
me but I make no claims as to
how I would reach seven and
would probably setUe for the
small slam.

The panel are asked, in the
circumstances, whether South has
overbid the hand by the double
force and what should North say
over four diamonds. South contended that the two spade bid
confirmed the heart suit and that
the four diamond bid showed he
did not wish to play in no trumps ·
and that the suit was good. As it
happened six hearts or six diamonds was a make, as the diamonds broke 2-2 and the ace was
with East. North's hand was

+Kxx,

~AQJx,

Oxxx,

+Axx.

Answer by Kenneth JVJnstam:1 regard South's bidding on
this hand as quite horrific. I don't
object to the initial pass or to the
subsequent two spade bid. Over
two no trumps however, four
hearts becomes the obvious . and
only bid. It is a hand on W~Jch I
would normally have no ~tsh. to
play in a slam. As the btd~mg
went, I presume a mystified
North should scrape ~P a 5
diamonds bid over which even
the most optimistic South can
surely do no more.
Answer by Harold Franklin:There is a great deal that could
be said about the auction, but. the
Question C from Mrs.' V. inquiry is limited to two q.uestJons
<;ooper, London Club, W.l. -firstly, has South overb1d ?. CerRubber bridge. Dealer East at tainly the hand is worth. a ra~se to
four hearts and certat~ly there
Game-all.
may be slam prospects tf partner
South
has n completely right hand (and
+ Ax
North's actual hand w.as any~ K lOxx
thing but the right one .with three
,0 Kxxxxx
small diamonds). But at see~s t.o
me that the four diamonds .btd IS
South (possibly incorrectly) calculated to make it as dtfficult
passed and. bidding proceeded. ; as possible for partner. Ho~ever
East
South
West
North
ood his hand may be there as no
No
No .
No
1~
~ue-bid or constructive effort he
I+
2+
No
. 2NT can make short of four hearts.
No
40

.

+x

1/
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Remembering that partner has
passed once and that apparently
the essence of South's reasoning
is that even a quite ordinary
hand might produce a slam, this is
North
clearly unsatisfactory.
would clearly be unable to go
past game with a quite ordinary
hand. There seem to be two
better alternatives for Southone is to bid three diamonds on
the first round and then cue-bid
the spades if partner rebids three
hearts. This will give ample
opportunity to locate key diamond
:
pictures.
If the lingering fear of three
diamonds being passed is too
great, then two spades, followed
by three diamonds over two no
trumps would do quite well. The
three diamonds bid must be
forcing since South could not
possibly bid two spades for the
purpose of signing off in a low
level diamond contract.
Although I do not commend the
four diamonds bjd, for the above
- reason it cannot be passed. South's
initial pass, his two spades bid
and his jump past three no trumps
to four diamonds are completely
inconsistent with a hand which
wants to play in either four or five
diamonds. If the bid cannot be
an effort to get into five diamonds
it must be forcing and North
must therefore bid somet~ing. He
seems to have no choice but
four hearts.

..

Answer by Alan Truscatt:Many experts nowadays play
that a force after passing guaran·tees n fit in partner's 'suit· a
minimum rebid in his own ;uit
• by the opener - then shows a
sub-minimum opening bid and can
be passed. The bidding on this

method would be sensible but
surprising: one heart, one spade
three diamonds, no bid, fou;
hearts and all pass. In view of
this method of showing an unbalanced hand with a fit in
partner's suit, the cue-bid in the
opponent's suit actually made is
an idle bid which I prefer to
reserve for this sort of hand:-

• lOxx, <y> Kxx, OAQx, + Qxxx
A two no trump response without a stop in the opponents' suit.
is an " impossible " hand to bid
after having passed. If the.
partnership agree to bid two
spades over the overcall of one
spade on this' sort of hand, it is
easy for the opener to judge the
final contract.
At rubber bridge, when there
is no clear agreement with partner,
the two spades bid is reasonable,
but the rebid should have been
simply four hearts. Over two no
trumps the chances of a slam are
very slight, and there is no point
in four diamonds, which merely
gives partner a chance to do the
wrong thing. The slam that was
made was of course both undesirable and unbiddable.
Answer by Jack Afarx:I find it difficult to discuss the
bidding from South's angle because with his hand I would
certainly have opened. If by
chance I had not, no partner
familiar with my style would
imagine I could hold it, whatev~r
·I might do subsequently, an~ Jt
would therefore be waste of ume
to try to convince him that I did.
With a strange or casual partner,
I would certainly not risk utterly
mystifying him with 'SUCh a novel
bid as four diamonds, which l
must ·confess I have never met
before.
24
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1 presume, from the use of the
term "double force," that South
himself considered this four diamond bid as forcing. If, as
North, I were conscientiously
trying to reason out what it ~as
intended to mean, I doubt tf I
would have come to that conclusion.
No trumps being
obviously out, the hand must be
verx unbalanced. The mere mention of hearts has apparently
improved it from one not worth
opening to one with game
probabilities. Support for hearts
must therefore exist, but since
they have not been specifically
supported and great stress has
been laid on diamonds, it is presumably not all that good. Of
course South may have found
another ace or something, having
mis-sorted his hand in the first
place, and is now trying to tell me
he had an opening bid all the
time, but it would be unsafe for
me to base my future action on
that possibility.
So his hand
begins to take shape in my mind
as something like this:
<y}Kxx, OKJXXXXX, + Qxx; or
• -.
<y>Kxx,
OQ109~,
+ Kxx. With either of these
hands opposite mine there must
be a good play for five diamonds
and I should accordingly bid it.
But 1 do not regard myself as
forced to make another bid. With
a hand likely to fit le'ss w~ll (i..e.
with more in spades and. less m
hearts or with fewer diamonds) 1
would exercise my option to pa.ss.
I therefore totally disagree wtth
South's second bid, which risks a
concrete game for the sake of a
chimerical slum.
I am al.so
inclined to question his first btd,
if he so badly wants, as it appears,

+-,

to show all three of his main
features, . the heart support, diamond su1t and spade control. An
immediate force of three diamonds, rather than of two spades,
will give him a better chance of
doing so.

Comment by the Editor:When I first saw this hand I was
inclined to agree with South's
bidding but on· consideration
whilst' not faulting the original
pass or the two spade bid, I
think it was asking too much of
partner to understand such the
four diamond bid, and a straight
four hearts would be better.
There is no argument on the
question as to North passing the
bid, that would hardly be possible
but what to bid is not easy unless
you accept the stated point that
the two spade bid confirms the
heart suit. If this is accepted, t~e
four heart bid is all that IS
required. Although few would
want to be in a sla,m on the hand,
South does seem to have hatl the
right idea that there were
possibilities.
JV/!J' not ~et a
decent parmer Mrs. Cooper.
Question D is from Colonel
Banks, The Promenade~ Chelt~nwho poses a question whtch
h am,
"C
worries most players.
an your
very excellent team of experts
help we poorer players as t~ t~e
best way to show up a p~yc~tc bid
on such hands and btddmg .as
shown here. East was de~ler With
North-South vulnerable at rubber
bridge.
25
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+ AKQ 107

\0 Q982
0 J

·;

+ ' 82

+ 7 54

+ 54

~ JI03

0 Q862

~ 64

0 A K 10 9 7 4
K986
AJ3
.
• J963
~ AK 75
0 53 .
Q 102
The bidding:East
South
West
North
10
No
t+ t
No!
30
No
No
No
" My partner (South)' thinks I
should have doubled one spade,
but I suggest that this would be
asking him to bid clubs or hearts
·-the unbid suits. There was
nothing to show West did not
hold a genuine spade suit. As it
is, four spades or four hearts
cannot be beaten. We were taken
for a ride-could we have avoided
it ?"

+

+

+

Answer by Kenneth Konstam:I'm afraid on the hand in
question North-South have no
option but to sit and suffer,
collecting 50 points instead of a
game. North can certainly not
double one spade nor can he come
in over three diamonds. He can
merely console himself that four
spades is a lucky make and that,he
might not have got there anyway
· even if the opposition bid more
normally.
Answer by Harold Franklin:The nonnal sense of a double'
after two suits have been bid by
opponents is to request a bid from
partner in one of the other two
suits from partner. So long as the
double means that there is no

action that North can take and
North-South must regard themc:elves as " fixed!'
In a recent Gold Cup final nonvulnerable opponents had bid
one heart, one spade when it carne
round to me-l held six spades
to the three top honours, a side
ace and a singleton diamond.
Since I felt that a double might
produce a lot of diamonds from
partner I decided to pass and bid
two or three spades on the next
round. Unfortunately my left
hand opponent now bid four
hearts and 1 was effectively
silenced. The spade response had
been psychic and we had a comfortable four spades make.
Arising from this we evolved t~e
convention that when two sutts
had been bid at the one level, a
double of the second suit showed.a
strong hand in that suit and a btd
of one no trump was a request to
be taken out into one of the other
two suits. But this convention is
only usefully employed when
opponents are at all likely to make
the type of bid that. West made on
the hand under revtew.
If the double of one spade
therefore would have shown
clubs and hearts our correspondent had no choice but 10
pass- but if the game in which he
normally plays is as lively 11~ th~
example suggests the conyenuona
double. in the alternative form
might provide a useful answer.

Ansll'er by Alan Tnlscott:Colonel Banks was unluckY i~
several ways : unlucky that Wes
picked this moment for a ~
risky psyche, unlucky that sl
chose to overbid his hand gr
on the second round, and un1uc '1

°\!
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that North-South could make a ~rematur~ intervention will engame, which needs a 3- 2 heart t~rely null~fy the psychist's own
break, the
with East and no rtsks, wh1ch are often grave
club ruff.
enough.
There is no answer to this sort
All this, of course, is the
of thing at rub~er bridge, but preface to an admission that as
regula.r partners~1ps at duplicate North here, I too would have
may hke to cons1der a suggestion been psyched. Even if West's
of Julia!l Beale. When the oppo- spade bid is psychic, I am so weak
nents b1d two suits at the level of outside that 1 have no cause to
one, a two no trumps bid is a bid fear that I am necessarily missing a
that one never uses. It is there- gaf!le. I am of course wrong,
fore logical to reserve this bid as a mamly because mY. partner and 1
force on an enormous hand so have perfectly fitting hands with
th~t bids in either of the en~my every card pulling its full weight.
su1ts can be genuine bids showing I have also been " fixed" by
a desire to play in the suit.
East's lubberly and excessive rebid
. If one no trump over one spade of three diamonds. At a range
IS used to demand a take-out
lower I could more safely have
into the unbid suits, as many come in on the second round. 1
believe it should, then a double must hand it to my opponentsshows a good, hand with some they have chosen their moments
va.lues in the opponents' suits. On well for their respective
th1s understanding it would only " irregularities."
be slightly out of line on Colonel
Banks' hand.
Conupent by the Editor:It would be advisable for the
AIISwer by Jack Marx:The man who has never been Colonel to forget the hand.
psyched, if such a creature exists, Although the psychic bid came off
- must be a fabulous loser. He on this occasion, there will be
must be forever getting busy many times when such a bid will
smelling out foul play whenever lead to serious losses to the perhis suspicions are aroused. Most petrator. The cards were perof the time they will be quite fectly placed for Nort~-South but
unfounded, since it is no un- give wicked West, the Jack of clubs
common thing for two players to instead of the jack of hearts, and
share length in the same suit. His down goes four spades. But then
excessive prying into distributional ] don't suppose we should have
mysteries will have results very had the question.
unfavourable to him in the long
run. He will have prematurely
•
•
warned his opponents against their
own misfitting hands and thus
minimised their otherwise unA full report with full results
avoidable losses from this cause.
of the East bourne Congress will
Worse still, he will often transfer
appear in the November issue.
these losses to his own side: Even
when his suspicions are justified,

+J
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by PAUL MASTERS

•

Our setting for this month's for long enough to present our
hand was the annual congress of hand :South
North
the Northern Ireland Bridge Union
(Mr.
P.)
(Mrs.
P.)
at Portrush. The Portrush party 10
attracts a host of players ranging
30
3+
from the average to the expert all
40
4\?
ofwhomhaveonethingincommon
4NT (Cui.) 5\?
-a willingness and an ability to
SNT (Blk.) 60
let their back hair down and
No
enjoy themselves, and for those so
After the four hearts bid Tommy
minded the Irish offer every
announced
that his partner held
facility.
Since most of our
a
5-4-4
pattern
since with
victims were trapped in moments
of exuberance their views may 4 4 4 I the initial response would
incline to the rosy- and having not have been two clubs. Having
thus briefly set the scene, we offer established his partner's diamond
void South's normal caution would
our hand:have settled for five diamondsKQ82
whether he was prompted on this
\? A942
1 occasion by a desire to show how
0 None
the combination of Culbertson
KQ 1093
and Blackwood worked or by a
too lit eral celebration of the
A65
recent victory only Tommy can
\? 8 7
tell, although his good lady made
0 AQJ9832
a characteristic attempt to do so.
With no side loser six diamonds •
South is the dealer at Love-all, is a contract which has many
and since the Northern Irish chances of making and our com·
seemed to have not a thought save petitors were well satisfied. .
for the comfort of their visitors
Davis Skinner and Isabel Oavtd·
we allow them to efface themselves son, a Glasgow pair without whom
in favour of the strangers on their no Scottish Camrose team seems
·
shore.
· to be complete came next. Mrs.
Tommy and Margaret Porteous Davidson had had the unfortunate
of Edinburgh showed that they experience of being concerned
have lost none of the skill which in three ties, each of which were
has. earned them so many inter- decided against her but without
nattonal caps when, together with in any sense disturbing her
Mr. and Mrs. C. Schellenberg of equnnimity:Middlesborough they won the
North
Soutll
teams-of-four champiOnship.
(D. Skinner) (Mrs. Da•·ic/son)
After waiting for two and a half
JO
days we were able to interrupt
3+
30
No
Margaret's flow of conversation
50

2+

+
+

+

+A

2+

I

-.
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Before passing five diamonds
\ Irs. Davidson said that on her
partner's bidding she had sufficient high cards to produce n slam
hut her diamond void made the
chance of an unfortunate trump
distribution far too great. A view
of her partner's hand confirmed
her opinion and both players
seemed well satisfied. I like their
bidding because they made their
decision only after gathering a
reasonably accurate picture of the
hand- just as our first pair did,
even though they made a different
final decision. Messrs. Skinner
and Porteous combined to help
form the winning team in the
men's fours. One of their teammates was a visitor from Troy,
New York, U.S.A., Noel Curry
who with his charming wife
Carolyn agreed to be our next
victims:South
(Mr. Curry)

10

2+

that seven spades was not a
completely impossible contract.
Eire stepped into the honours
list when Mr. and Mrs. Scannell
gained a popular victory in the
Pairs Championship. Mr. Scannell attributed a measure of their
success to his beloved Vienna
system. Because of his own
studious nature and assiduous
application he claimed to fully
understand the system, even
though he departed from it frequently-whereas his wife, fully
prepared to adhere strictly to the
system found it (understandably)
far too much trouble to learn. The
result was that they were able to
play their bridge without ever
finding it necessary to discuss or
hold post-mortems. And if you
can appreciate that summing-up
you will be very welcome at the
next Portrush gathering. This is
how they tackled our hand:-

North
(Mrs. Curry)

South
(Mr. S.)

2+

10

3+

20

North
(Mrs. S.)

2+
2~

40
4~
2NT
3+
4NT
50
4+
NB
60 ,
6+
Mr. Scannell said that his
70
7
partner's removal of two no
No
trumps to three spades strongly
Mr. Curry was quick to acce.pt suggested a diamond ~oid and that
with n diamond vmd three no
the res{>onsibility for steppmg trumps might have too ma.ny
rather too high on this one.
d
w1th
His two spades bid was calculated problems-four spa es, even.
a 4-3 fit was almost certam to
to anticipate a three no trumps make-if trumps were attacked
contract which looked a rather the diamond suit could probably
likely spot on his hand. But. his be established, and w1thout a
partner he said had every nght trump attack. a cross-ruff should
to interpret the bid as showing a produce 10 tncks.
genuine spade suit and the strength . After seeing his partner'~ han~
of North's spades plus the a~sence he saw no cause to rev1se h1s
of diamonds made it very difficult
to pass in a diamond contract- opt~~nsparty would hardly .be
and with the optimism of youth
Jete without an Enghsh
they were able to point out to me comp

+
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visitor.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis
Tarlo won the Mixed Pairs championship with a score of almost
70 per cent. and earned a place
on our panel: South
North
(Mrs. Tarlo)
(L. Tarlo)

3.

20
30

3\?
3+
4+
60
NB \
Mrs. Tarlo explained that her
partner's three bids made it
certain that there was no side
loser. It was true she added that
no diamond support had been
shown, but partner might well
hold one or two diamonds, and
even if the worst happened and
he had a void the slam would not
be one which. she would be
ashamed to play.
Now let us consider the hand
again:+ KQ82
\? A942
0 None
+ KQ1093

North
t+
2+
3\?

..

4NT

50

6+ .
NB
.All of which gives you a very
Wide range of final contractswhatever your final contract it
seems that at least one pair of
experts will have chosen it-or did
you think of something new?

*

*

•

At the Council Meeting of the
E.B.U. on October 5, it was
unanimously agreed that the finals
of the National Pairs, the Camrose
Trials' and similar events, should
in future he held at Hotels to
enable players to sleep and play
in the same building.

"0 8AQJ9832
7
+ ·A
. The hand was · originally dealt
m the Schwab Cup match between
England and America in 1934. On
that occasion North was the
dealer and Lederer and Rose for
England reached four spades in
the following way: Nortll
South
t+
20
2+
30
4+
4+
For the U.S.A., A. Morehead
and M.rs. Culbertson produced the
followmg sequence: -

..

20
30

5.

+ A65

..

South

30

..
. . ' .,

••

•

f

•
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FORECAST
,
by ALAN TRUSCOTT
For the second time in three
years the French will be hosts in a
World Championship encounter
with the Americans. The date is
fixed for January, 1956, and the
match will be staged in Paris.
For the first time ever the Americans will appear in the role of
challengers, having lost the World
title in New York last January to
Great Britain.
The U.S.A. is always represented by the winners of the
American Summer Nationals, the
result of which last August hung
on one critical queen.
Game-all. North deals.
32
r::::; A K
0 Q J 10 4
K J 10 9 7
J8
10 9 6 4
~ Q 10 7 6 5
r::::; J 9 2
0 985
0 A762
543
+ Q6
~ ~ ~Q 7 5
0 K3
A8
Schenken (North) and Rapee
(South) bid like this:North
South

+

+

+

+

+

·· +

4

2

j++

~~

3r::::}

3N

:~

T

+

5

East thought hard nnd led the
OA and then.the 02. Schenken
thought equally hard and finally
b
made. the percentage play Y
1t
finessmg West for the

+Q. ,

is an interesting question whether
he was right. The percentage
advantage over leading the
and running it is very slight (3 %
for the singleton queen in West's
hand), and two delicate inferences
from the opening lead do make it
fractionally more likely than not
that East has the vital queen. The
lead of the ace does suggest that
East has some hope of a second
trick; without the
he might
prefer to try for a heart trick in
his partner's hand before releasing
the OA. In the second place East
might have picked on a trump
lend with two or three small
trumps; dummy is marked with
three trumps, and it may be
important to cut down the cuffing
power. This argument, incidentally, is the logic behind the
rule I have made for myself in
dealing with 2-way finesses: when
in doubt take the finesse towards
dummy.' Think back to the times
when this problem has been solved
for you by an opening lead in the
suit and you will probably agree
that the queen on the right outnumbered the queen on the left
by at least 5 to 1. s? t~e abs~nce
of a lead in the suit ~~ a shght
suggestion that the openmg leader
has the missing card.
.
But any way you look at It
the decision- is so close to a
• guess that Schenken mi.ght ju~t
as well have spun a com.. ~ts
team lost 760 instead of gammg
680 which they would have done
'fthe
had been the other side,
1
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because the result in the other
room was three no trumps making
_ 11 tricks.
Messrs. Schenken,
Becker, Rapee, · Crawford and
Silodor, a team of first magnitude
stars boasting 12 World Championship wins between them, lost
this match by 240 aggregate
points, and with it the National
title and a bright chance of a
World title to follow. ·

•
~

0

+
·

9 74'
KQ5
87542
96

-

+
J83
~J 7642

~10983

0 QJ 6 3
0 A K 10 9
+ J10875
+ 2
AKQ10652

+

~A

0-

+ AKQ43
The victors, now entitled to
South
played in six spades and
represent the U.S.A. in Paris,
got
a
heart
lead. With some
were Samuel Stayman, Richard
Kahn, Lee Hazen, Myron Field cunning he now led the +to,
and Charles Solomon. Sam Stay- expecting to establish an entry to
man is no stranger to Europe, and dummy's hearts with the + 9. But
will be trying to win his fourth Hazen, on the alert, spotted what
World title-a record if he South was up to, and refused the
succeeds. The remaining four trick. Knowing that South was
- players are virtually unknown in desperate for an entry to dummy,
Europe, but are all tough and he also refused a trick when South
experienced performers who have placed the + AK at the next
collected trophies in the best two tricks. A pleasantly surAmerican company for many prised West was now able to take
years past. Myron Field has often two club tricks.
partnered the famous Helen Sobel
If Hazen had been South he
with great success, and Charlie would, I suspect, have played the
Solomon is one of the theorists hand differently. If the declarer
who have converted the Americans cashes two top clubs at once he
to point-count bidding in recent puts East to a far more severe
years; but the player whom many test and loses nothing. A World
will most look forward to seeing Champion East might get the'
and meeting in Paris is Lee right answer if he asked himself
Hazen. Hazen, who has given why South had not drawn ~ny
much time to the management trumps, particularly if the bidd10g
of the game, has been a leading suggests, as it did, that South's
player since the first days of ~ A is a singleton. South not
contract. The Master's Individual only has to spot that his only
is an event in which it helps if worry is a 3-0 trump break and a
your partners like you, and bad club break, and that he will be
Hazen's two wins in this contest home if a defender ruffs the
testify not only to his skill but to second club-he must try and
his well-known good humour and look as if he is playing casual!Y
pleasing wit.
and incompetently to nvotd
Here is a hand defended by arousing East's suspicions.
Hazen as far back as 1932.
The Stayman-Hazen-Kahn·
. Love-all. West deals.
Field-Solomon quintet will be
32
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reinforced by a sixth player for the
match in Paris. This may well be
Mrs. Edith Kemp, who is a
member of Stayman's team, but
was prevented by illness from
playing in the Summer Nationals.
She would be the first woman to
appear in the official series of
World Championships, although
Josephine Culbertson was in the
American team which lost to
Austria just before the war.
The French team will presumably consist of the three pairs
who won the European Championships at Amsterdam in-July:
Jais and Trezel, Bacherich and
Ghestem, and Romanet and
Lattes. Like their American
opponents, the French only just
struggled through: one swing
hand going the opposite way in
their final match against Great
Britain could have let the Italians
in to win by a ]Tlargin of one or
two net I.M.P. over the whole .
week!
Pierre Jais and Roger Trezel
are likely · to be the mainstay
of the French team, as they are
both very experienced and were in
outstanding form at Amsterdam.
Their bidding system incorporates
an opening bid of one no trump
on 10-12 points when the vulnerability is favourable, and, the
Canap~ principle of. bidding. t.he
short suit first. Th1s unfam1har
style, spiced as it usually is with
psychics, may well cause trouble
to the Americans.
Rene Bacherich and Pierre
Ghestem will be the first Europeans to take part in two Wo!ld
Championship matches (ex~Judmg ·
the three-cornered contest m Bermuda); they were members of the
team which lost in Monte Carlo
33

two years ago. They have a
quite unorth'odox system of bidding, but their chief characteristic,
much commented on in Amsterdam, is their slow rate of play.
The third partnership, Robert
Lattes and Bertrand Romanet,
are young players who have
already well-established reputations as theoreticians. •Romanet's
recent book on squeeze-play is
at once exhaustive, original and
readable. As an illustration of his
great technical ability, here is a
hand from the book played by the
author:West deals. Game-all.
+ AJ93
~ AK2
0 Q7
• 9 7 54
+ KJ02
+ Q8764
~1106

~Q983

+ AKQ1083

+J

OJ

0952

+
5
~ 7 54

OAK108643
•

62

Bidding:West
1+
3+

North
Obi.
Obi.

East

I+

South

30
NB
40
NB
50
All pass
South (Romanet) ruffed the
third club, East having .thrown
the + 6 and the ~9. A d1amond
was Jed to the queen, and the
decfarer settled down to work
it out. His first thought was to
cash the top hearts and to play
off all the trumps in the h'?pe of a
double squeeze, but this only
works if East only can guard the
heart suit. The bi~dins.~nd play
to that point made It unhkely th~t
East started with five cards m
hearts, so Rorranet looked for
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another line of play-and found it.
Trumps were drawn and a small
heart discarded from dummy.
A spade lead to the ace and a ruff
of dummy's small spade brought
and left this
down the vital
position:- .
• J9
r::} A K

+to

0 -

+ K
J 10 6

~

0 -

+ 10

+9

+ · Q8

r::; Q83

·-

0 -

+-

r::)754

0 10 8

+-

The play of the 0 10 now
produces a guard trump squeeze;
West must throw a heart, as the
discard of the + K would allow·
· East's + Q to be ruffed out. The
club is then thrown from dummy,
and East has no resource.
With two such teams in the
field, U:S.A. v. France should be
quite a match. It is easy to
compile a list of factors which
should operate in favour of the
Fre_nch. They are playing on
the1r home ground and using a
method of scoring unfamiliar
to almost all their opponents,
who score team-of-four matches
by aggregate and not by I.M.P.
The French team consists of three
fixed partnerships which have
developed thorough partnership
understandings over a period Qf
years, while the Americans, as
far as I know, have no wellestablished pairings. The American bidding methods are straightforward and well-known to the
French; th.e French bidding
methods (with the exception of

Romanet-Lattes who play Acol)
are not so straightforward and are
unknown to the Americans.
But most of these arguments
with the exception of the partner~
ship angle, applied in previous
World Championship matches
staged in Europe. In Naples in
1951 the Americans had to cope
with three eccentric systems, one
of which, Marmic, is quite the
weirdest system ever played
seriously by experts; but the
Italians lost by 116 I.M.P., or
7,620 aggregate points. The vital
consideration, which explains the
general superiority of the Americans in these contests, is their
greater toughness and experience.
The number of really first-class
players in America is so great that
the experts have every opportunity
in national contests to keep a
sharp edge on their game. In
most European countries the few
players at the top can stay there
without undue effort, so that
playing to the limit of their
capacity does not become a habit.
Most of the leading British
players in a position to judge
expect the Americans to win. On.e
significant dissenter from thiS
view considers that American
standards have declined slightly
in the past few years, while the
level of play in Europe has
advanced.
It is a curious fact that in no
World Cham-pionship match y~t
has the result been seriously 1n
doubt up to the last session. The
smallest margin of victory wa.s the
49 I.M.P~ by which the Am~ncans
. won their last encounter w1th the
French in \953. There has no:
been a close match yet-b~t
believe, 1956 will be an excepuon.
34
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ANALYTICAL ERROR
by C. E. PHILLIPS
" One down-sorry, partner, Bidding:it couldn't be made against that North
East
South
West
~~ fence" It murmur, h( opebfublly.
1
Obi.
1v y
exper partner pro a Jy
2NT
30
Obi
Harry Ingram) waves his head and
raises his eyes heavenwards in a · This was set as a problem. The
violent effort at self-control. The three of spades is led, North
expert on my left (probably plays the 10-what is East's
Harold Franklin) pays no atten- best chance of nine tricks? The
tion to this by-play; with an air writer says that East must play
of quiet despair, he is gently North for the singleton 0 10.
chiding the expert on my right The
is cashed at trick 2,
(probably Geoffrey Fell)-" You then the OQ led for a smothermust win the first spade and lead finesse; since South has shown 10
a diamond. That breaks up the cards in two suits, he is probably
entries for the squeeze throw-in." · short in clubs, so this suit is
And wretched me, who never developed by finessing the eight
spotted the squeeze throw-in any- on the way back; if all has gone
way, am suitably abashed.
.well so far, there are nine tricks
That sort of thing is always on top.
happening to me; perhaps to you
Now it is quite true that South
too. But take heart-the expert, is likely to be short in clubs; what
analyst errs, not sometimes but the writer ignores is that South
often. Even when he goes into is nevertheless much more likely
print with hands that have been to hold either the singleton or
checked and probably cross- doubleton
then North is to
checked by some fellow bridge hold specifically, the singleton
scribe, the errors remain. Some- 0 10: The right play then is to
times the writer has not gone take a simple finesse of the OJ
deeply enough into the possible at trick. 2, then bang ~ut +~QA.
variations · sometimes he has been · If the Jack falls, all IS well, the
misled by the actual lay-out of the suit is continued and South, who
opposing cards into giving an has to keep the \()A and the
analysis that is purely double- guarded 0 K, can hold. noh more
dummy · less often he just has a than three spades; he IS t rodn
blind sp'ot.
'
in and mu~t eventually conce e
So let us humble aspirants two more d1amonds.
:
console ourselves with a few
My other th.ree eJm~~les
1
examples. My first is from a from what are, 1 ~ m:n°P ~•on, ubfamous contemporary journal:t?rheed ~est th~~o~untry piny r~ent
d
West
East
- 1IS e 10
•
f
64
Q7 5
years : in alphabellca1.. or .er . o
~ KQ3
\() J 10 2
authors, John Drown's Wmnm,g
0
9 4 2 Defence "
George
Coffin s
• ~~ 2
3
~ ~ Q 8 .. Bridg~ Play from A to Z" and
97

+

1

3+

3NT

.K

•J

1

+

+

0
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.. Reese on Play."
•

9?42

+

A92

<\/ A64
0 10 7 5

+ K Q J 10 5
+ Q74

•

<\/
0

<\/ J 10 5
0 A6

+A

+

863
Q972
43
J 10 8 6

<\/ K83
0 KQJ982

+

K53

Against five diamonds, the + K
is led and declarer then knocks
out the trump ace. West continues spades; South ducks, throwing a club, to rectify the count,
then trumps the next spade and
continues
trumps
to
this
position:-

+9

<\) A64

0 -

• 10
<\)Jl05

+ A92
I •

0-

+ Q74 + -

+9

<\/

·-

•

+~5

Another trump is led and the
author goes ' into a learned disquisition as to what West should
· throw. He says West should infer
from the club discard that declarer
now has only two or the suit·
hence the only club menace 'is i~
dummy, while there are heart
menaces in either · hand · hence
again East, playing after dummy,
ca!l be left to look after the club
su1t and West must keep hearts
Certainly, if West throws a heart
an unavoidable double squeeze
develops ; but a club discard

·\(} Q91

·-

+ Q74

<\/
0

+

0-

• J 10 8

K 8
Q9

K5

Now the author's arguments
come into their own : on the first
diamond it is essential for West
to throw a club.
Next, please.
54 3 2
<\/ 10 2
0 AQJ4
A 83
10 8 6
91
<\/ 7
\(} K J 9 8
0 10 9 7 5
0 8 632
+ Q 10 7 6 5
+ K94
A KQJ
<\/ A Q 6 54 3
0 K
+ 12 ·
A club was led when this hand
was played in sile spades. Declarer
drew trumps, o'>:_erto'o k the 0 K to

+

+

+

+

36
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10

<\/ J 10

<\/ Q972

0+
J 10 8

64

o+ - A92

0 -

<\) K 8 3
0 Q9

I •

helps him no better! The author
sl!ggests that declarer now leads
hts last trump and there is no
squeeze, but of course declarer
does nothing of the sort ; he first
bangs out + AK. Now the last
trump is Jed and the double
squeeze develops as before.
There is, in fact, no defence in
this sort of position where there
are entries in both hands to each
double menace. But suppose
through faulty technique, the (;(}A
had been cashed early on in the
play. The final position would
. be: -

+
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park a losing club on the next
round, and then finessed the <y'Q.
All had so far gone well, but the
4- 1 heart break left him short of
entries for establishing the suit.
The recommended book play
was to finesse the hearts at trick 2.
Now the bad break doesn't matter,
since it is no longer necessary to
overtake the 0 K : there are four
trump tricks, two hearts, a heart
ruff, the + A and four diamonds
available.

with three hearts also had three
trumps.
. My finn! example is perhaps a
httle unfau. The author gives
what is undoubtedly the best
play; but is rash enough to add
that it is the only play that can
succeed against the actual distribution encountered. As the
alternative is an unusual end-play,
the hand merits discussion.
Q2
<v K 54 3
0 A K 10 8 53

+

All very plausible, and cer+ A
tainly the best line on seeing all + 9864
+75
four hands : but not the right play ~ 108
''V QJ9 2
at the table. The author had 0 92
O QJ7 4
forgotten one of his own cardinal + KQJ83
+ 965
necessity for
principles-the
+ AKJl03
arranging one's plays in echelon ;
'VA 7 6
or, put more simply, for not
0 6
putting all one's eggs in the same
10742
basket. The right play is to draw
The
is led against six
two rounds oftrumps immediately, spades. Both the cross-ruff plan
then overtake the 0 K for a and the straightforward long suit
discard, then take the heart plan fail against the uneven break
finesse. If this holds, the ~A in diamonds and spades. Correct
is led and, if all follow, the play is to cash O A, then duck a
contract is home-as it is, of diamond to East. Whatever .he
course, on either of the other returns, dummy is ent~red wtth
lines of play. If West has a the + Q, a diamond lS ruffed,
singleton . heart, he may ha~e trumps are drawn and the . ~ K
started with only two trumps; tn is entry to the now established
that event, the ace will stand up diamonds.
.
In the alternative play, diaand declarer still has two trump
entries in his own . hand (after monds are not touc~ed till t.he
ruffing a heart) for drawing the end. Declarer enters hiS h~nd with
last trump, conceding a he:'rt the ~A to ruff a club, then draws
and then coming back to bnng trumps. After six tricks, the
position is:the suit in.
(Colltinued 011 page 38)
So far of course, our chance is
inferior ' to the author's. But
E.B.U.
- and this is the point he missesMr.
F.
0. Bingham h_as
there is still a play if th~ h~art
been
elected
as Vice-Chatrfinesse fails. West, on wmmng,
man
in
succession
to the
presumably forces with a clu~;
late E. B. Parker.
declarer continues hearts and IS
home if they break and the ntayer
'
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(Continued from page 12)
BORDER RAID
A 100-board match between nine points-sufficient to make
the East of Scotland district of the Italy the champions. On the last
...... Scottish Bridge Union and the two
boards · Konstam and
North-Eastern Bridge Association, Schapiro, possibly misjudging the
at the County Hotel, Newcastle, state of the match, bid two
on September 24/25, opened at a hopeful though by no means
casual pace and the first 10 boards impossible games. Had they bid
gave no hint of the battle to come. neither we would have won the
North-East had a slight advan- match and ltaly the title. Had
tage after 11 boards but were !lever either of them been made the
again to be in the lead until the same would have applied. Both
9 Jst hand had been played I
failed and France got a fair
For 50 boards the Scots carried reward for a good week's work.
all before them and rested on and the British four had the
Saturday night with the com- satisfaction of having shown form
fortable feeling that comes from a which would probably have relead of 30 points with 40 boards to tained the championship for them
play. They could look forward had it been reached earlier and
with confidence to a safe return maintained.
over the border with the spoils
of their raid.
But the North-East counties
(Continued from page 37)
have had Scots raiders before
today. There was no copy of
K5
" Border Ballads " in evidence
but instinct and tradition survives
0 A K 10 8 5
when memory fails, and Sunday
fo und the Englishmen smarting
~ QJ
from their wounds but thirsting
10
0 QJ74
for blood. The Scots wilted 0 92
against their attack; a gallant rearQJ8
. guard action failed to protect their
• 10 3
·
gains and they lost 50 match
76
points over 40 boards to give the
0 6
North-East a hard won victory
10 7
with a margin of 20 points.
On the + IO dummy throws a
Teams:small heart and East is triple
East of Scotland-W. 0. Purves trump-squeezed. A red discard
(non-playing Captain), T. Lamb permits the establishment of a
Mrs. J. R. Hunter, Dr. J. G. long card in the suit thrown, 50
,. and
Hunter, Dr. J. G. Shearer and the club exit has to go. Anothed
P. M. Russell,_ Dr.
Allen and trump continues the pressure an
J. W. Watson.
this time East must throw a heart.
N.E.B.A.- T. Selby Wraith (non- Now ~K, OA, 010 and Eas~ .
playing Captain), Dr. 0. Atkin has . no escape; either be . m~
and L. Wood, D . G. Fraser and permit the 10 to hold or, taking 1,'
H. Hamlin, Dr. •M. Rushton and lead back from Q7 to dummY 5
Dr. D. Dove.
K8.

·c:;

+9

+-

c:;

+

+9

c:;
+

J:
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C.B.j. v B.B.C.
A most enjoyable evening
resulted when a C.B.J. team
entertained a team of eight from
the B.B.C. at the London Club,
on Thursday, September 15. Exchanges were fairly even over the
fi rst 16 boards, and at the halfway stage the difference was only
570 points aggregate, but the
swings went consistently against
the visitors in the second half,
and the final margin •. was a
handsome 4,150 points against
the B.B.C:
The only makeable slam was on
Board 26, when West dealt the
following cards to North/South
at Love-all:North
South
AKxx
Q lOX x
~ . Kx
'7 A X X'

+

+

0 Qx

.+
0 f: x

+ KQxxx

Only one pair reached the
best looking contract of six
spades, but another arrived at six
no trumps by the very direct
route of one club, three no
trumps, four no trumps, six no
trumps. The three no trumps
·response on the South hand is not
perhaps one which would appeal
to many players nowadays, and
after the more normal response of
one spade, it should be fairly easy
to reach six spades.
The third pair stoppc:d at. f?ur
spades, whilst at the remammg
table West decided to take a hand
in the bidding with the following ·
result.
'
.West
North East
Soul11
X

20 .

I+

+
2

1NT
•.

t+

~NT
39

Twelve tricks are of course
always there in clubs, spades or
no trumps.
pairs
Two
North-South
obviously thoughf that Board 29
offered another slam, as they
reached six spades on the
following:North
South
AJxx
KQ 109xx

+

+

~XXX

~AJx

OQJx
+Axx

OAx
+x x

When the one spade opening
was raised to four, South considered his shape good enough
for a Culbertson 4/5 no trumps,
but the resultant six spades contract was definitely not a success.
It is perhaps not a coincidence
that the two pairs to bid this
impossible slam were those who
had failed to bid the easy one
three boards earlier.
Board 32 was one on which no
East-West pair managed to get
a plus score:-

+xx

~

' ,

0

+

K 9xxx
Axx
Q9 x

+ JO 9 x x x
~ x
0 Kx

+ A 1xxx

+ A QK 1 10

\;)
0

+

+ Q1 x x

A
Qxx
10 x X

x

\;) x x

0

JXXXX

+ KX

.

Where the final contract ~vas
in hearts or spades odnl~ elgh~
tricks could be made an t e mos
l'k
ly looking game contract
1
·e s to be three no trumps.
d',iea;air got their wires rather
(Continued 011 page 40)
. '
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TO CLUB SECRETARIES
An Annual Pairs Competition

By A. Walton, Bridge Secretary,
Blackburn Literary and Bridge
Club.
The following scheme for a
Pairs Competition, devised by Mr.
T. 'Carysforth, a member of this
Club, and subsequently slightly
. modified, is working extremely
well, and possesses many advantages, which may make it of
interest to other club secretaries.
It is in my opinion superior to and
simpler than other series events,
which are usually based on percentages.
. A Mitchell movement is held
every Saturday evening, and each
four consecutive Saturdays con.:stitute a "qualifying period."
" Monthly points" are awarded
to the competing pairs each
Saturday on the same principle
as match-pointing the individual
boards. Thus with 10 ·pairs
playing North-South, the winner
receives nine monthly points, the
next eight, and so on. East-West
pairs receive points on a similar
basis. Players at each table draw
cards for direction of play.
At the end of the four-week
period, the pair with most
" monthly points " qualify for the
final championship, which is held
at the end of the year. All
Saturdays count, including holidays, and .afte'r 48 weeks 12 pairs •
have qualified, and the final is a
six-table Howell, two sessions of
22 boards each.
It is J?OSsible, b~t unlikely, that
two pam may he in one fourweek period. This has only
occurred once in two years with us
and it was decided to allow both t~
40

. ' '

qualify, since effort should not go
unrewarded I
The advantages of this scheme
are as follows:!. Attendance at the duplicate
sessions is maintained throughout
the year, since on the average it
takes a pair at least si:t months' of
effort in order to qualify. Regular
attendance is thus encouraged,
and only those who have made the
effort to qualify can play in the
final.
2. A pair winning on an
evening when the attendance is
relatively small receive fewer
monthly points than a winning
pair on a busy night, and this is
only fair. The monthly point
total thus represents the number
of pairs a certain pair have
beaten over the four weeks.
3. Weekly interest is maintained, since pairs can see at a
glance after each event how they
stand at that moment.
There is one prize each week
for the winning North-South and
East-West pairs, and the winners
of the final event receive a cup and
replicas, and have their names
inscribed on a wall plaque.

(Cominued from page 39)
crossed and finished in a contract
' of four no trumps, but the defence
made no mistake and declarer
was again held to eight tricks.
'
.
E.W.T.
. Teams
C.B.J. : H. St..J. Ingram, G. L.
Butler, J. C. H. Marx, A. Truscott,
D. C. Rimington, A. G. Dormer,
G. Durran, Mrs. J. Durran.
. B.B.C.: E. W. Tuck, Miss J.
Leggett, M. P. Ashley, C. H.
Landon, Comm. G. Borrell, C. J.
Ch'en, W. Deimel, M. Stola_row.
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16 Hatton Garden,
London, E. C. I
The Editor,
" Contract Bridge Journal."

GOING UP

. If the London School of Bridge
.a true barometer, the populanty of Bridge is rising in
Sir,
geometrical progression.
The
You say you want good stories. enrolment of students this year is
I have one that will require a lot of twice as high as it was a year ago.
beating.
And last year it was a 100 per
As South I was in a contract cent. up on 1953. The decks have
of four spades. At trick I I West been cleared for action and more
led the <y>J to which North-East teachers are being called up to
followed, whereupon I put down meet the attack. But come what
the three remaining cards in my may, there is one principle by
hand- the king of trumps, <y>K which Nico Gardener, Director
· and + to, and said "I claim the of the School, stands fast. No one
who is not-or has not been-an
rest."
The lady on my right ex- English International is accepted
claimed "you cannot do that, as a member of the pennanent
you have revoked." She placed staff.
' the three cards on the table in the
rotation of the + K, the <y>K and
the + to.
Results or August Com~tltion
l replied that I had put them
on the table in no rotation, I just Winner:
claimed the three tricks, which
L. KLAW,
18 Wilberforce Road,
were obviously winners, whereLondon, N.4
upon the lady's partner, West,
remarked, " Anyway, it does not Runner-up:
matter, because not having stated
N. F. CltoULARTON,
5S Bradfield Road.
You are drawing trumps you
Stretford
cannot draw trumps, and therefore
I make my last trump."
/kst Ladies' Score:
.
.t
MISS w. JEWSON,
I beI1eve
accord'mg to the stnc
Brown Cottage,
law he is correct, and while the
Hankham, Pe~enscy,
74(~
lady said she would not insist, the
Sussex
man said he did insist, and I, not Otller Leading Srnr~s:
wishing to enter into an argu- A w DowEN (Orpmgton)
ment, accepted one down ~o save c· VI~KERt.tAN (Huddersfield)
MURRAY (Hythe)
further discussion, and the oppo- c'
a'. RD. BS~tARPE
(Hudderstidd)
nents made a vulnerable grand c E DICKEL (Glasgow)
slam on the next hand.
L • \Vooo (Newcastle-on-Tyne)
"No Sir, there ain't no justice." J ·E GoRDON (Bromborough)
t
J. r) L HARMER (London)
Always in the wrong contrac • ci. P. LmuR (St. Helens)
JS

E. PYKE (Preston)
.
A p DRIVER (Northwtch}

SAM ADELSON

R. ~1cMA1tON (Pietermantzburg)

Thank goodness Mr. Abe/soil
there are not .man)' who adopt
such a cut-throat game. Don't
play with them again.
-Ed.

J ·T NAYLOR (Derby)

iN CRAXTON (Edinburgh)
J: T.' CHAPMAN (Birminglum)
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Tbis' Month's Competition ···
The CONTRACT BRIDGE
JOURNAL offers n prize of TWO
GUINEAS for the best set of solu·
lions to the following problems. Half
a guinea will go to the second best
set. In the event of two or more sets of
solutions being of equal merit, the
monthJy prizes will be divided.
.
be
.
•
f
a specta1 pnze ~
There ~ 11 n1so
half-a-gumea for the best score sent m
by a lady·
No competitor may send in more than
one entry each month. No competitor

can lakemore thanoneprizeinanyone
month.
Answers to J. C. H. MARX, Competition Editor,
Contract Bridgt
Journal, 63 Bedford Gardens, London
W.8, postmarked not later than Nove~
ber 14, 1955.
Solutions and ttamc3
of prize-winners will be published in
the December issue.
Every entry must have contestant's
name and address (tN uwcx LETrERS)
A coupon voucher must accompany each
entry. Failure to observe these rules
makes the entry void.

N.B.-Aggregate scoring conditions are to be assumed in all these problems.
Problem No. 1 (18 points)
West's hand is:-+ A, ~AKI043, OAJ983, + J4.
West is the dealer at Game-all. North-South do not bid. What should West
say in each of these auctions 1
West (a) I~ 20 1 (b) I~ 20 ? (c) I~ 20 ?
East
I + 2+
2+ 2+
t + 3NT
Problem No. 2 (18 points)
_
,
West's hand is:-+ At076, ~765, 04, + QJ876.
At Game-all East as dealer opens one diamond. North-South do not bid. West
responds one spade. What should West say next where East rebids to {a) t~o
hearts, (b) two clubs, (c) one no trump 1
Problem No. 3 (10 points)
West's hand is:-+ A94, ~6, OAKJ6, + KQ987.
At the score East-West Game, West opens one club. North passes, East mponds
two clubs and South doubles. What should West say next where the dealer was
{a) West, (b) South 1
Problem No. 4 (18 points)
West's hand is:-+ J95, ~J8, OK102, + J10954.
East is the dealer at Game-all. North-South do not bid. What should be West's
next call in each of these auctions 7
• East {a) I+ 20 3+
(b) 1 + 2<\? 3+
(c) I + 2+
West
INT 2 + ?
INT 2+ ?
INT ?
Problem No. 5 (6 points)
West's hand is:-+ AQ7643, ~6. OA75432, + Void.
At the score East-West Game, North deals and passes. East opens one club,
South passes and West responds one spade. North doubles and East redoubles.
South and West pass. N.orth bids two hearts, East doubles and South passes.
What should West say 1
Problem No. 6 (18 points)
'
West's hand is:-+1074, ~K764, 04, + A8762.
.At Game-all, East as dealer opens one spade. North-South do not bid. West
~ponds two spades. What should he say next where East rebids to (a) three
dtamonds, (b) three clubs, {c) three spades?
Problem No. 7 (12 points)
West'~ hand is:-+ K5. ~A6543, 0 J9764, + 2.
East ts the dealer at Love-all. What should West say next in each of these
auctions?
East (a) t + INT 30 (b) t + 3+ 3~
West
1~ 2 0
1
I~ 3 0
1
42
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AUGUST COMPETITION
Problem No. 1 (15 points)
West's hand is:- + K5, ~A104, OA98653, + Q5.
At Game-all West as dealer opens one diamond. North-South do not bid
East responds one spade and West rebids two diamonds. What should wesi
s~y next when East continues with (a) three clubs; (b) three diamonds· (c) four
d1amonds ?
'
Answers :

(a) 4 + - 5 3 ~-3 3+ -2 3NT-1
(b) 3 ~-5 3+ -4 40-3 3NT-2
5 0- t ND-1
(c) 4~-5 5 0-3 4 + -2
West's hand is rather better than
some others on which he might have
made the same first two bids, but how
useful it is can only begin to become
apparent to him after East has made a
second and freely offered bid. In (a)
East has rebid strongly, call)'ing
the auction to the three level in a fresh
suit. West has some degree of fit for
both East's suits, of which so far he has
given no sign; this coupled with his
outside aces justifies him in coming
out into the open with jump preference
for spades. With only one guard in the
unbid suit and no assurance that length
in any other can be established without
loss of the lead, to plunge into no
trumps is far from sound policy. He

might hint at the possibility of such a
contract with a temporising bid in
hearts, but this may sorely trouble
East to find another safe bid if he does
not for any reason fancy no trumps.
In (b), where the long diamonds are
known to be an asset, the outlook for
no trumps is quite bright if East can
stop the clubs; a bid in hearts will un·
mistakeably suggest this without ruling
out attempts at game by East in spades
or diamonds. Some slight credit has
been given for the eJ~tremes of optimism
and pessimism. In (c) West's spare
values for an advance to game are so
marked and so clearly of the best
possible tyJ:e that a slam try is warranted.
Neither of the four no trump conventions nrc very helpful in emphasising
the need for club control. A four spade
bid might well be interpreted as a
suggestion of a major suit instead of a
minor suit game.

Problem N~. 2 (15 points)
West's hand is:- + 75, ~K5, 010962, + K9862.
.
At Game-all East as dealer opens one heart, North-South do not bid. West
responds one no trump. East rebids two clubs and West three clubs. Wh!Jt shoul~
West say next when East continues with (a) three spades; (b) three daamonds,
(c) three hearts?
this end n four heart bid by West '!light
Ansll'ers:
be said to l:e helpful, !hus loca!•~g a
key card. But in the des1~d conditions,
(a) S+-5 4~-4 4+-2
East \\ould probably b~d the slam
(b) 3 ~-5 4+ -4 5+ - 1
following West's ju~p ra~se to ~me;
(c) 4 ~-5 4· -3 NB- 1 5+ - 1
he might be d1sappotnted "1t~ a
Viewed by 1tself West's hand is not and
mere six points if_ West took oct1on
exactly impressive, but East has a!rea~y that could be construed as e\'Cn stronger.
been so informed. When he pers1sts an Jn (b) the fit is not nppare.ntly so SCX?d ;
biddinJt, presumably with his eyes open, four to the ten is not a des1ra~le hold!ng
West should try to revalue his hand ns in n suit in which partner IS lookmg
optimistically as possible. In (n), Easrs for 'Some filling. The !JIOSt that West
third bid strongly implies shorta(;e an should do, therefore, IS . to suggest a
diamonds and the two hands ought cheap game contract w1thout furt.her
therefore to fit well enough for game to commitment. In (c) West cal! JUSt
be well worth bidding. Even a slam oblige East with what he obvtously
may be possible if East is both two- needs, but with \'Cry little to spare.
suited and at maximum strength; to
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Problem No. 3 (20 points)
.
Jn a multiple team event South deaJt these hands to West and East at the
score Game-all.
• A K94
• Q 10 8 2
~A 10 8 6 5
~ QJ
0 K
() AQJ42
+ A64
+ 53
Several East-West pairs did not bid beyond game. These were four of such
auctions, in which North-South took no part:(b) ~~
West
(a) I~ 2• 4•
East
2() 3.
NB
(d) I lVI
NB
West (c) 1• 2~ 3NT
20
East
20 3• NB
For each case name the call or calls responsible, either wholly or in some measure,
for the slam being missed. Where more than one call is involved, they should be
listed in order of demerit; any considered equally responsible should be bracketed.
Answers:
sake of cheapness; and West, after this
very favourable response, should take
(a) 3• NB 4•
more drastic action than a direct raise
(b)
NB
to game; his controls justify th!! use of
(c) I• NB 3 • 2 ()
the forcing rebid of three clubs. (c) illu(d) (3 • 4• )
strates the folly of using "prepared"
Most of this bidding is frankly bids needles~ly; West is quite strong
horrible. Even if allowance is made for enough to open with a heart and to
individual stylistic variations, of which reverse in spades. East got himself
this or that school may strongly dis- tangled up between direct and indirect
approve, it seems that the partners methods of responding. Over two
were not in unisc.n. In (a) it must be hearts, he should have bid four spades,
supposed that East considered his since three spades does not guarantee
second bid forcing ; some schools do, four trumJ:s; and he missed his chance
on the grounds that the partners between of correcting himself later. In (d)
them have shown enough strength for West is not sufficiently in command of
game already-West by- his reverse, the situation to force to game after a
Enst by his two-level response. In that response in his singleton suit. . If a
case West must always allow for un- reverse after a two-leyel response IS not
disclosed assets with East and should considered forcing in his methods, he
not, with his controls and diamond has nothing to fear if partner should,
honour, close down unhelpfully with a most urusually, take it upon himself to
~me bid. But even if East's three spade
pass when he has been strongly urged
ts forcinl!, it is all too likely to net as a not to do so. It is a not uncommon
trap for himself. He has not so much failing to assume that, because a bid is
that he can afford to continue beyond not technically forcing, partner is '!lore
game on his own initiative; on the likely than not to pass it and that, 1f he
other hand, he has a good deal more, does, the result is bound to be b?d.
in view of the heart fit, than he might East here is equally at fault in not find1ng
have for a sinJ!Ie raise. It must be best something stronger than four spadeshe:
in these conditions to limit his hand if West can afford to force to game,
with a double raise and let partner get must surely with his fitting ca~ ~
on with it If he wishes. In (b) East, more vehement in his express1on
with 12 points, has no need to bid a
preference for one major suit against the
shorter suit rather than a longer for the other.

1.

1• 4•

°

Problem No. 4 (IS points)
I
At the score North-South Game and 40 East-West Love West dealt himself:7"
. K10876, ~A. O KJ86, + A42.
'
What should he say next in each of the following auctions?
West (a) 1•
1 (b) • •
1 1•
1
North
NO
2+
NB
Enst
2•
2•
20
South
3+
3+
2~
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lns11'ers:

values, and that is all West needs for

gam~ frt?vided it lies in the right place.

30 - 5 3 + - 2 4 + -1
A tn.a b1d of three diamonds will carry
ib) 3 0 -5 4 + - 3 3 + -1
the nght message, while three spades will
(C) 4 0-5 3+ - 3 3~-2 30-J
be suspect as having been made under
Whenever the auction becomes com- duress. In (b) West has quite a good
petitive, one side or the.other, or even case for bidding game direct, for the
both, is apt to become confused befween oppon~nts' bidding, if reliable, leaves
how far their own bidding has a con- East wuh a marked shortage in clubs a nd
structive intention and how far its thc":fore a hand likely to fit fairly well.
purpose is limited to outbidding the' But 1t would be wiser to allow for East
enemy. When the enemy has a part- himself having stretched a little to bid a t
score easily convertible to game the all, with the score as it is. In (c) West
distinction can become very blurred has the playing trick values for a double
indeed, for the need to outbid the enemy raise and the controls without which it
has become imperative. Obviously in would be unwise to urge partner to a
(a) and (b) a mere repetition by West still higher contract. Direct methods are
of the one suit so far mentioned will always to be preferred whenever they
not impress East with the urgency of can be applied with safety and without
bidding game on some slight extra withholding really vital information.
(J )

Problem No. S (15 points)
West's hand is:-+ A. ~QJ94, OAI098, + KI085.
Having dealt at Game-all, West opens one heart. North-South do not bid.
What should West rebid to a response from East of (a) one spade; (b) two diamonds;
(c) two clubs?
trumps is likely to be as good a spot as
Answers:
any, even if a four-four minor suit lit
exists. If partner is both poor and
{a) INT- 5 2+ -3 20-1
unbalanced, there is nothing to stop him
(b) 30-5
.
bidding a four-card minor, if he wishes.
(c) 3+ - 5 20-3 4+ -1
Purists may be horrified at t~e If he harks back to spades, he would
suggestion in (a) that West should b1d probably have done so, whate\er West
no trumps with a singleton in partner's might have chosen as a rebid. In (b)
suit. Nevertheless, this hand being so and (c) the single raises in the minors
hopeful at no trumps with its 14 p_oints nrc slight undefbids, but West's con!rols
supplemented by such fine mter- are not suffietent for stronger ratses;
mediates, and so unpromising for game nor in (b) are his total values nearly good
at other contracts in the absence of direct enough for a bid of a third suit at the
support for hearts, there see~s .little three level. In (c) a third suit Cln be
advantage in adopting more CltCUitous shown without raising the level, with a~
methods. At a part-score, if that is all consequent lesser objection to this
the combined hands are worth, no course.
Problem No. 6 (10 points)
The hands of West and North are:-

NorI

•

h

104 3 2
~ J4
0 AQ
+ A 10 7 3 2

+

..

West
K86

~Q

0 J 10 6 53

+ K984

d
at four spades East as dealer had made a
At Lovc-:!111 South has becomch ~1a~~d South's bid of three spades was raised to
pre-empllve opening of three ea s
game by North.
,
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East won the first two tricks with ~AK, South following with the two and three
West discarding () 3 on the second. At the third trick East played ~9. covered
by South's 10.
West now erred and played one of his only three cards that could give South his
contract.
State (a) which cards they are, and (b) whether (Yes or No) there is any substance
in West's complaint that his partner's defence needlessly and culpably created
conditions in which he might well go wrong.

I

'

Answers:

.

(a) 6+ B+

bare or three to the jack. West did not
complain that the three rounds of
hearts were played but that East should
have chosen the nine for his lead to the
third. This card he interpreted as a
suit preference signal for diamonds
against clubs; East must therefore hold
the OK. East agreed that he did
intend it as a suit preference signal,
in a negative sense as a warning against
clubs ; a low heart might be taken as an
intimation of a club void. West, with
some justice, said that such a possibility
would never have occurred to him,
since East's hand in that case would
have been freakish in the extreme
when he could clearly not have more
than one trump. However, he lost the
battle of mutual reproaches when it was
pointed out to him that no East in his
senses would have overtaken West's
~Q at t rick one if he held, of all cards,
the <> K.

K+

(b) No
Given that there are exactly three
fatal cards, neither more nor less, that
West might have played at trick three,
a reconstruction of what must have
happened is perfectly feasible. West
ruffed low and was overruffed by
North. Declarer now eliminated dia•.
monds and flung the lead on the second
, round of trumps to West, who had
either to lead clubs to make good South's
unsupported queen or to offer a ruff
and discard. West was obsessed with
the need to prevent declarer throwing
dummy's () Q in the third round of
hearts. East of course was perfectly
right to play the hearts as he did, fo r
from his angle this might be the only
' way of promoting a trump trick for
West, who might have held ace-jack
\

Problem No. 7 (10 points)
The hands of West and East are:A K J 10 8 7 4

+

·.

~ 094

0

+Q 6

~ AJ6

() A J 4

Void

+ 974
+ A6532
Having opened pre-emptively as dealer, West has become declarer at a contract

~f silt spades.

,.

lS () 10.

North-South took no part in the auction.

,

·

North's openJng lead

What cards should declarer play from dummy and his own hand at the first trick1
Why?

Answer:

.

be eliminated. Declarer must lose on.e
trick in any case and he should lose 1t
at once, while he is able, to South. The
clubs can now be made good· by ruffing,
whatever South returns (unless t~ey
break 5-0), West's remaining lostng
club being thrown on East's ()A. If
the clubs break 4-1, West will or course
have to take the heart finesse, but on t~c
even break he will now be able to av01d
it.

Diamond knave; any club.
· · Unless, very jmprobably, he can
make three heart tricks, West has to
rely for his contract on setting up the
club suit. As the onlY entry for the
established clubs is in hearts, an assault
on this suit by the opponents must be
prevented at all costs. Only North can
profitably assault them and any risk
·• of his securing the lead must therefore

...

J ....

'

The new competition, which 1\'e had hoped to' commence this month Is held
up through a teclmlcal hitch. We hope to gh·e details of the co~petitlon
next month.

.. ..·
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DEVONSHIRE

N. A. T. Vinson

NOTTINGHAMSlllRE

..

W. H. Hinton
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DERBY
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D. G. Fraser
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G. Turnbull

..
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STAFFORDSHIRE
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A. E. Wilson
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J. Pearlstone
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(Chairman: R. CORWEN, EsQ.)

Hon. Secretary and Treasurer ... H.

CoLLINS,

EsQ., A.C.A., c/o Messrs. Leaver Cole

& Co., 30 Budge Row, Cannon Street, London,

E.C.4. (Phone: City 4887)

Hon. Toumament Secretary ... MAJOR GEOFFREY FELL, Craven Lead Works
Skipton, Yorkshire. (Phone: Skipton 32)
'
Hon. Registrars

Messrs. LEAVER CoLE & Co.

The Council of the English Bridge Union is made up of Delegates from County
and Area Associations, whose Secretaries are as follows:DERKS. & DUCKS.
DERBYSHIRE
DEVONSHIRE
ESSEX
GLOUCESTERSHIRE

Mrs. Matthews, 10 Sutton Avenu:, Sbugh
E. White, 119 Alexandra Road, Burton upon Trent
F. C. Keyte, 64, Fleet Street, Torquay
F. M. Fletcher, Esq., 22 Fontayne Avenue,
Chigwell
W. N. Morgan-Drown, Esq., 5, Douro Rood,
Cheltenham

G. Turnbull, 30 High Oaks Road, Wclwyn
Garden City
Mrs. R. H. Corbett, West Kent Club, Boyne Park,
KENT ...
• Tunbridge Wells
L. G. Cayless, Esq., Farm Edge, Leicester Rood,
LElCESTERSHIRE ...
Thurcaston
Mrs. S. N. Dean, 2 Westlands Avenue, Grimsby
LINCOLNSHIRE
F. Pitt Reynolds, Esq., 32 High bury Place, London,
LONDON
N.5
• Mrs. J. Johnston, 54 Berkeley Court, Baker
MIDDLESEX
Street, London, N.W.l
H. Hudson, Stanfield Hall, Wymondham, Norfolk
NORFOLK ...
H. V. l;ightfoot, 194 Holywood Avenue, Gosforth.
NORTH EASTERN
Newcastle-on-Tyne, 3
NORTH WESTERN ...
Mrs. H. T. Halewood, 7 Mendip Rd., Liverpool, 15
NOTIINGHAMSHIRE
J. H. C. Godfrey, Esq., Leighton House, Uncoln
Street, Nottingham
OXFORDSHIRE · ...
Mrs. R. G. Deck, I Blenheim Drive, Oxford h
SOUTHERN COUNTIES ... Mrs. A. H. Hogy, 27 Elgin Road, Bournemout
STAFFORDSHIRE
C. E. Robinson, 6 lichfield Road, Stafford.
SURitEY
J. R. Gibson, 448 Wickham Rold, Shirley, SurreY
SUSSEX
Mrs. Ricardo, 12 Byron Road, Worthing
WAIHVICKSIIIItE
H. K. Cooke, 46 Vauxhall Street, Birmingham, 4
WOitCESTEitSHIRE
R. D. Allen, Esq., 28 Britannia Square, Worcesy~!
YORKSHIItE ...
Mrs. A. Cartwright, 146 Soothlll Lane, Batley, ....
HERTFORDSHIRE ...

TO CLUB SECRETARIES
Spread the news of your activities. Write and tell us of your

..

ennts. Items of general interest are always wellco1~:~~
411

sfedal

CLASS I F l E D ADVERTISEMENTS
51- per line. Sj1eeial terms for n series
DRIDGE CL UUS

IIARROW
HARROW IIRIOOt CLU&-16 Northwick Park
Road, Harrow M l<ld•. Tel. Barrow 3908.
Good stnndar\1 Bridge In cnjofable atmosphere.
Senions twice \Iaiiy. Pannenhtps an\1 Duplicate.

LONDON
GRAND SLAM 0RIDO£ CLU&- 17 Craven
Hill Garden\. W.2, Phone: Padd 7234. Proprietor Dr. W. Spiru. Stakes 6d. I (· and 2(·,
Partnership evenlnll!, Tucsday1 Thursday and
SaturdAy. Best I f·aame in lonoon. Night aames
with refreshments.

A~D

HOTI::LS

TUNBRIDGE WELLS, KENT
~EST KENT Cl.u-12 Boyne Park, Tunbndae Wells.
Comfortlblc. '"cll-appointrd
Dridae Oub. Fully licensed. Stakes Jd. anu
6d ..Reaular Panncnbip and Duplicate. Private
parties spcctally catered for. For funher details
apply to R. II. Corbell. S~retary. Tel. Tunbridae Wells 21$13.
SOUTJII'ORT
The Noted Oub in the Nonh-West, the
SotiTltPORT D.C. 10elcomes visilon. Every
anemoon, stakes 2d. to 1(·. Partnmllip Sunday,
Wednesday and Saturday evmlnas. Duplicate
twice monthly. Secretary, Mn. E. A. Tawse.
399 lord Screet. Tel. 4490.

T UITION
NJCO GARDENER teaches players of all
standards by new method.
Clnscs, team
coacbina. correspondence courses. The london
School of Dridae, J8a Klna's Road, lot.don.
S.W.l KENsinaton 2197.

PERFECT YOUR BRIDGE under championship auidance. Privace or Group Tuition.
Practice clnses. Ouplicace wachina. Lectures.
Folder free on ra~ucst from The Mayfair Bridae
Studio (Depl. $}, 114 WiJrtlOre Sired london,
W.l. WELbcck 66H.

DUPLICAT E BRIDGE BOARDS
Strongly made, Quick delivery.
Size 7• sq. !J/1$(· per set of 32 plus 2(10 posta1e
and re11 stratlon. Metal Edaes If(· per set ex ra.
AC'Iua/ Mak~r: F. La.,cs, tO Farquhar Road
Edg,baston, Birmiu11ham,l$

EASTBOURNE
WHITEHALL BRIDGE CLUB AND RESIDENTIAL HOTEL

Good Bridge In comfort
Two Sessions dally

Club License
STAKES ld., ld. and 6d.

HOWARD SQUARE,

Overlo::~klng Sea Front
TERMS CJ.l.D t o ti D.II.D

EASTBOURNE

Tel. <#92

First edition sold out- Second edition now ready

HOW TO WIN AT BRIDGE
by
H. St. JOHN INGRA.M
Published by Eyre & Spotttswoode
of all booksellers
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All who desire to further the development
of Contract Bridge as a game should be
•
members of, and support

THE ENGLISH BRIDGE UNION
the governing body for England

J

Membership of the Union may be obtained
through membership of the appropriate
affiliated County Association
or
m Counties where no County Association
exists, by direct application to
Ifon. Secretary and Treasurer:

H. COLLTNS, Esq. A.C.A.,
cfo Messrs. Leaver Cole & Co.,

152A Fulham Palace Road, London, W.6.
(Phone RIVerside 5824).
J

J

Membership of the E.B.U. entitles you to:
(a) All Literature
. (b) Entry to all National Competitions
(c) A voice in the management of the
game
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